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Let A be a Hopf algebra and G be a bicovariant first order differential calculus
over A. It is known that there are three possibilities to construct a differential
Hopf algebra G ns GmrJ that contains G as its first order part. Corresponding to
the three choices of the ideal J, we distinguish the ``universal'' exterior algebra, the
``second antisymmetrizer'' exterior algebra, and Woronowicz' external algebra,
respectively. Let G be one of the N 2-dimensional bicovariant first order differen-
Ž . Ž .tial calculi on the quantum group GL N or SL N , and let q be a transcenden-q q
tal complex number. For Woronowicz' external algebra we determine the dimen-
sion of the space of left-invariant and of bi-invariant k-forms, respectively. Bi-in-
variant forms are closed and represent different de Rham cohomology classes. The
algebra of bi-invariant forms is graded anti-commutative. For N G 3 the three
Ž .differential Hopf algebras coincide. However, in case of the 4D -calculi on SL 2" q
the universal differential Hopf algebra is strictly larger than Woronowicz' external
algebra. The bi-invariant 1-form is not closed. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: differential Hopf algebra; quantum group; bicovariant differential
calculus.
1. INTRODUCTION
Non-commutative differential geometry on quantum groups is a basic
tool for further applications in both theoretical physics and mathematics.
A general framework for bicovariant differential calculus on quantum
w xgroups has been invented by Woronowicz 26 . Covariant first order
Ž .differential calculi abbreviated FODC were constructed, studied, and
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Ž . w xclassified by many authors, see for instance 3, 10, 24, 22, 8 . Despite the
rather extensive literature on bicovariant first order differential calculi the
corresponding exterior algebras have been treated only in a few cases, see
w x21, 15 . The de Rham cohomology of the three dimensional left-covariant
Ž .differential calculus on the quantum group SU 2 was calculated byq
w xWoronowicz 25 . The de Rham cohomology of the four dimensional
Ž .bicovariant differential calculi 4D on SU 2 were calculated by Grieûl" q
w x w x n4 . Brzezinski 1 pointed out that the exterior algebra G is a differen-Â s
tial Hopf algebra.
The purpose of this paper is to compare three possible constructions
Ž .of differential Hopf algebras exterior algebras over quantum groups of
type A. Let A be a Hopf algebra and let G be a bicovariant FODC over A.
Consider the tensor algebra Gm over A. Let J be the two-sided idealu
Ž . Ž . Ž .generated by the elements Ý v r m v r , r g R, where v a sŽ r . Ž1. A Ž2.
Ý Sa da and R s ker « l ker v is the associated right ideal. Let JŽa. Ž1. Ž2. s
Ž .denote the ideal generated by ker I y s , where s is the braiding of
G m G. Finally let J s [ ker A , where A is the k th antisym-A W k kk G 2
metrizer constructed from the braiding s . Define the exterior algebras
G ns Gmr J, G ns Gmr J, and G ns Gmr J and call them the uni¤er-u u s s W W
sal exterior algebra, second antisymmetrizer exterior algebra, and Woronowicz'
external algebra, respectively. The first one is the ``largest'' one. It can be
characterized by the following universal property: Each differential Hopf
algebra with a given FODC G as its first order part is a quotient of G n,u
w xsee 11, Subsect. 14.3.3; 12, Theorem 5.5 . Both the second and the third
constructions use the braiding s . This is a twisted flip automorphism of
the bicovariant bimodule G m G. It satisfies the braid equation. TheA
second antisymmetrizer exterior algebra uses the antisymmetrizer A s2
I y s only. The definition of Woronowicz' external algebra however
involves antisymmetrizers of all degrees.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Now let A be one of the Hopf algebras O GL N or O SL N . Letq q
 4 2G s G , t g q, y , z g C, z / 0, denote one of the N -dimensionalt , z
w xbicovariant FODC over A constructed in 23 by a method of Jurco. OurÏ
standing assumptions are that q is a transcendental complex number and
N G 2. We present three main results. The first two are exclusively
concerned with Woronowicz' construction while the last one compares the
three possible exterior algebras. The first result is stated in Theorem 3.1. It
N 2says that the dimension of the space of left-invariant k-forms equals .ž /k
In particular, there is a unique up to scalars left invariant form of maximal
2 Ž .degree N this form is even bi-invariant . The second main result stated
in Theorem 3.2 is concerned with the subalgebra of bi-invariant forms.
This algebra is graded anti-commutative. The dimension of the space of
bi-invariant k-forms is equal to the number of partitions of k into a sum of
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pairwise different positive odd integers less than 2 N. Bi-invariant forms
are closed and represent different de Rham cohomology classes. The third
main result is stated in Theorem 3.3. The differential Hopf algebras G ns
n Žand G are isomorphic. Suppose the parameter z is regular only finitelyW
. n nmany values of z are excluded . Then G and G are isomorphicu s
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..differential Hopf algebras. For A s O GL 2 or A s O SL 2 , G sq q
G , and z 2 s qy2 , however, the universal differential calculus G n isq, z u
strictly larger than G n. The bi-invariant 1-form u g G n is not closeds u
and u 2 is central.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall preliminary
facts about bicovariant bimodules, bicovariant first order, and higher order
differential calculus over Hopf algebras; we also recall the construction of
Ž . Ž .bicovariant FODC on GL N and SL N . In Section 3 we formulate theq q
Ž .main results. Section 4 is devoted to the Iwahori]Hecke algebra H q .k
Our first two main results are obtained by studying the ``abstract'' s-alge-
bra. In case of quantum groups of type A the braiding s can be identified
y1 Ž .with T m T , where T is a single generator of H q . In this wayk
Ž .Woronowicz' antisymmetrizer can be viewed as an element of H q mk
Ž .H q . The basic result, given in Proposition 4.5, describes the decomposi-k
tion of the ``abstract'' antisymmetrizer as a linear combination of mutually
orthogonal idempotents p . In Section 5 we recall facts from the theory ofl
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..corepresentations of A s O GL N and A s O SL N . We essen-q q
tially make use of our assumption that q is transcendental. Firstly, A is
then cosemisimple and the tensor product of corepresentations decom-
poses into irreducible ones. Secondly, this decomposition is as in the
Ž .classical case. By Brauer]Schur]Weyl duality, idempotents of H q cor-k
respond to subcorepresentations of umk where u denotes the fundamental
matrix corepresentation of A. The basic result is Proposition 5.6. It says
that p induces a corepresentation of A that is isomorphic to the tensorl
product of two single irreducible ones. The connection between the
``abstract'' antisymmetrizer and Woronowicz' antisymmetrizer is recovered
in Proposition 5.7; Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are proved here. The
proof of Theorem 3.3 is given in Section 6. The first part of the proof uses
w xfacts about dual quadratic algebras, see 16 , and transmutation theory
w xinvented by Majid, see 14 . The second and third parts of the proof are
very technical since we need the explicit description of the associated right
ideal.
2. PRELIMINARIES
ŽThroughout the paper we work over the ground field C with one
Ž .exception in the proof of Lemma 5.9 where the field C q of rational
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.functions is used . All vector spaces, algebras, bialgebras, etc., are meant to
be C-vector spaces, unital C-algebras, C-bialgebras, etc. The linear span of
 4 ² :a set a : i g K is denoted by a : i g K . In this paper A denotes ai i
bialgebra or a Hopf algebra. All modules, comodules, and bimodules are
assumed to be A-modules, A-comodules, and A-bimodules if nothing else
is specified. We denote the comultiplication, the counit, and the antipode
by D, « , and by S, respectively. We use the notions ``right comodule'' and
``corepresentation'' of A as synonyms. By fixing a basis in the underlying
vector space we identify corepresentations and the corresponding matrices.
Ž . Ž .Let ¤ resp. f be a corepresentation resp. a representation of A. As
c Ž c. Žusual ¤ resp. f denotes the contragredient corepresentation resp.
. Ž .contragredient representation of ¤ resp. of f . The space of intertwiners
Ž . Ž . Ž .of corepresentations ¤ and w is Mor ¤ , w . We write Mor ¤ for Mor ¤ , ¤ .
By End and m we always mean End and m , respectively. If A is a linearC C
mapping, At denotes the transpose of A and tr A the trace of A. Lower
indices of A always refer to the components of a tensor product where A
Ž .acts ``leg numbering'' . The unit matrix is denoted by I. We set a s a yÄ
Ž . Ž .« a for a g A. We use Sweedler's notation for the coproduct D a s
Ž .Ýa m a , for left comodules w e s Ýe m e , and for right comod-Ž1. Ž2. Žy1. Ž0.
Ž .ules c e s Ýe m e . The mapping Ad : A “ A m A, Ad a s Ýa mŽ0. Ž1. r r Ž2.
Sa a , is a right comodule map called the right adjoint coaction of A onŽ1. Ž3.
itself.
Bico¤ariant Bimodules and Tensor Algebra. A bico¤ariant bimodule over
Ž .A or Hopf bimodule is a bimodule G together with linear mappings D :l
Ž .G “ A m G and D : G “ G m A such that G, D is a left comodule,r l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G, D is a right comodule, id m D D s D m id D , D av b sr r l l r l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D a D v D b , and D av b s D a D v D b for a, b g A and v g G.l r r
Ž . Ž .An element v g G is called left-in¤ariant resp. right-in¤ariant if D v sl
Ž Ž . . Ž1 m v resp. D v s v m 1 . The linear space of left-invariant resp.r
. Ž .right-invariant elements of G is denoted by G resp. G . The elements ofl r
G s G l G are called bi-in¤ariant. The structure of bicovariant bimodulesi l r
w xhas been completely characterized by Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 in 26 .
Ž .We recall the corresponding result: Let G, D , D be a bicovariantl r
 4bimodule over A and let v : i g K be a finite linear basis of G . Theni l
Ž i. Ž i. ithere exist matrices ¤ s ¤ and f s f of elements ¤ g A and ofj j j
functionals f i on A, i, j g K such that:j
Ž . iŽ . Ž .i Ý Sa v a s Ý f a v , a g A, i g K, and D v sŽa. Ž1. i Ž2. n n n r i
Ý v m¤ n, i g K.n n i
Ž .ii ¤ a corepresentation and f is a representation of A.
Ž . rŽ r . Ž i . jiii Ý ¤ a) f s Ý f ) a ¤ , a g A, i, j g K.r i j r r r
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Ž . Ž . We have set a) f s Ý f a a and f ) a s Ýa f a . The set v :Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. i
4  4i g K is a free left module basis of G. Conversely, if v : i g K is a basisi
of a certain finite dimensional vector space G and if ¤ and f are matrices0
Ž . Ž .satisfying ii and iii then there exists a unique bicovariant bimodule G
Ž . Ž .such that G s G and i holds. In this situation we simply write G s ¤ , f .l 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let G s ¤ , f , G s ¤ , f , and G s ¤ , f be bicovariant bimod-1 1 1 2 2 2
ules. It is easy to check that the tensor product of A-bimodules G m G1 A 2
is also a bicovariant bimodule with bimodule structure, left coaction D ,l
Ž .and right coaction D defined by a ? a m b ? b s aa m b b, D a m br A A r A
Ž .s Ýa m b m a b , and D a m b s Ýa b m a m b .Ž0. A Ž0. Ž1. Ž1. l A Žy1. Žy1. Ž0. A Ž0.
ŽThe corresponding pair of corepresentation and representation is ¤ m1
. mk Ž . m¤ , f m f . Similarly, G s G m ??? m G k factors , k G 2, and G s2 1 2 A A
mk m0 Ž . m1[ G , where G s A by definition, D s D s D on A , G s G,l rk G 0
are bicovariant bimodules. Note that G becomes a right module vial
Ž m.r e a s Ý Sa r a , a g A. Moreover G is a right module algebra.Ž1. Ž2. l
 4The shuffle decomposition. Let S be the symmetric group on 1, . . . , kk
Ž .and let s s i, i q 1 g S , i s 1, . . . , k y 1, denote the simple transposi-i k
tion that exchanges i and i q 1. Each w / 1 in S can be written in thek
 4form w s s ??? s for some i g 1, . . . , k y 1 . If r is as small as possiblei i n1 r
Ž .call it the length of w, written l w , and call any expression of w as the
 4product of r elements of s , . . . , s a reduced expression. We use1 ky1
Ž .  Ž . Ž . 4the following elementary property: l ws g l w y 1, l w q 1 , w g S ,i k
 Ž . Ž .i s 1, . . . , k y 1. The elements of C s p g S : p m - p n for 1 Fk i k
4m - n F i and i q 1 F m - n F k are called shuffle permutations. Each
p g S admits a unique representation p s p p p where p g C , andk 1 2 3 1 k i
Ž . Ž .p g S resp. p g S leaves i q 1, . . . , k resp. 1, . . . , i fixed. Moreover2 k 3 k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l p s l p q l p q l p .1 2 3
Lift into braids. Artin's braid group B has generators b , . . . , bk 1 ky1
and defining relations
b b b s b b b , i s 1, . . . , k y 2, 1Ž .i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
< <b b s b b , i y j G 2. 2Ž .i j j i
The map b ‹ s defines a natural projection of B onto S . For a reducedi i k k
Ž . Ž .expression w s s ??? s define b s b ??? b . By 1 and 2 , the defini-i i w i i1 r 1 r
tion of b does not depend on the choice of the reduced expressionw
Ž . Ž . Ž .s ??? s . Obviously, b s b b for l ¤w s l ¤ q l w . This equation ini i ¤ w ¤ w1 r
particular applies to the shuffle decomposition w s p p p of w: b s1 2 3 w
b b b . Define the antisymmetrizer and shuffle sums in the groupp p p1 2 3
algebra C B ask
Ž . Ž .l w l wA s y1 b , A s y1 b . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk w k i w
wgS wgCk ki
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By the shuffle decomposition we obtain for 1 F i - k, A s 1,1
A s A A m A . 4Ž . Ž .k k i i kyi
Ž .Let w denote the longest word in S . This permutation maps 1, . . . , k( k
Ž .into k, . . . , 1 . For a reduced expression w s s ??? s define w s s ???n n n11 r
s , where n s k y n. Obviously, w does not depend on the choice of thenr
Ž . Ž .reduced expression. Using s w s w s and l w s l w one checksn kyn( (
b b s b b and A b s b A . 5Ž .w w w w k w w k( ( ( (
Now we recall the construction of the external algebra G n due toW
w xWoronowicz 26, Proposition 3.1 . There exists a unique isomorphism s :
G m G “ G m G, of bicovariant bimodules called the braiding withA A
Ž .s a m b s b m a , a g G , b g G . Moreover s fulfills the braidA A l r
Ž .equation 1 , i.e., s s s s s s s in G m G m G, where s s s m id1 2 1 2 1 2 A A 1
Ž .and s s id m s . Consequently, the map g b s s , where s s id2 i i i
Ž . mkm ??? m s m ??? id acts in position i, i q 1 of G , can be extended to an
Ž mk .algebra homomorphism g : C B “ End G . We briefly write s sk A w
Ž . Ž . Ž .g b , w g S . Let A s g A and A s g A . Call A Woronowicz'w k k k k i k i k
mk Ž .antisymmetrizer of G . By 4 , J s [ ker A is a two-sided ideal andW kk G 2
a bicovariant bimodule. Hence G ns Gmr J is an N -graded algebraW W 0
and a bicovariant bimodule over A. Since Gmk is a free left A-module we
Ž mk . Ž .always identify the linear spaces G and G m ??? m G k factors . Sincel l l
Ž .s is a morphism of left comodules, it maps G m G into itself. TheA l
Ž . m ncorresponding matrix form is s u m u s Ý s u m u , i, j g K, withi j m , n i j m n
s m n s f i ¤ m . 6Ž .Ž .i j n j
Recall that an N -graded algebra H s [ H n is called an N -graded0 0nG 0
Ž .Ž .super Hopf algebra if the product in H m H is given by a m b c m d s
Ž . i j i jy1 ac m bd, b g H , c g H , a, d g H, and there are linear mappings
D, « , and S of degree 0 called coproduct, counit, and antipode, re-
spectively, such that the usual Hopf algebra axioms are fulfilled. Let G
be a bicovariant bimodule over A. The Hopf algebra structure of A
uniquely extends to an N -graded super Hopf algebra structure on Gm0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that for v g G: D v s D v q D v , « v s 0, and S v sl r
Ž . Ž . w xyÝS v v S v , see 11, Proposition 13.7 . The antipode is a gradedŽy1. Ž0. Ž1.
anti-homomorphism, i.e.,
k n mk mnS r m r s y1 Sr m Sr for r g G , r g G . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .1 A 2 2 A 1 1 2
m wMoreover J and J are Hopf ideals in G , see 11, p. 489 befores W
x wProposition 13.9 and Proposition 13.10 , and so is J, see 11, Theoremu
x n n n14.8 . Hence, G , G , and G are N -graded super Hopf algebras. Weu s W 0
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write ab and G n k instead of a m b and Gmk, respectively, when dealingA
with one of these quotients GmrJ. Let B be an N -graded algebra,0
Ž . Ž . kB s [ B , then the formal power series P B, t s Ý dim B t isk k G 0 kk G 0
called the Poincare series of B.Â
Bico¤ariant Differential Calculus. A first order differential calculus over
Ž .A abbreviated FODC is an A-bimodule G with a linear mapping d:
Ž .A “ G that satisfies the Leibniz rule d ab s da ? b q a ? db for a, b g A,
and G is the linear span of elements adb with a, b g A. A differential
graded algebra over A is an N -graded algebra G ns [ G n, G0 s A,0 nG 0
with a linear mapping d: G n“ G n of degree 1 such that d2 s 0, and d
Ž . Ž .nsatisfies the graded Leibniz rule d r r s d r ? r q y1 r ? d r , r1 2 1 2 1 2 1
n n n Ž .g G , r g G . If in addition G s A ? d A ??? d A n factors , n g N, call2
G n a differential calculus. A differential calculus G n is called bico¤ariant
if there exist linear mappings D : G n“ A m G n and D : G n“ G nm A ofl r
degree 0 with D ° A s D ° A s D such thatl r
Ž . Ž n .i G , D , D is a bicovariant bimodule, andl r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii D d r s id m d D r , and D d r s d m id D r forl l r r
r g G n.
A differential calculus is called inner if there exists an element r g G1
Ž .n nsuch that d r s rr y y1 r r, r g G .n n n n
Ž .A FODC G is called bico¤ariant resp. inner if the differential calculus
Ž . Ž .A [ G is bicovariant resp. inner . Let G , d , i s 1, 2, be differentiali i
Ž .graded algebras over A. Then G m G , d becomes a differential graded1 2 m
Ž .Ž .algebra over A if the product in G m G is defined by v m v r m r1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . i j i js y1 v r m v r , v g G , r g G , v g G , r g G , and the dif-1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2
ferential d is given bym
i id v m v s d v m v q y1 v m d v , v g G , v g G .Ž . Ž .m 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
A differential Hopf algebra is both a differential graded algebra with
differentiation d and an N -graded super Hopf algebra with coproduct D0
satisfying the condition d D s Dd. Our main objects G n, G n, and G nm W s u
w xare differential Hopf algebras, see 11, Theorem 14.17 and Theorem 14.18
for details.
wAssociated right ideal, the mappings v and S . According to 26,
xTheorems 1.5 and 1.8 there is a one-to-one correspondence between
bicovariant first order differential calculi G over A and Ad -invariant rightr
ideals R in ker « given by R s ker « l ker v. A crucial role is played by
Ž .the two mappings v : A “ G , v a s ÝSa da , and S : A “ G m G ,l Ž1. Ž2. l l
Ž . Ž . Ž . mS a s Ýv a m v a . Note that J is the ideal in G generatedŽ1. Ž2. u
Ž .by S R . Both v and S intertwine the right adjoint coaction Ad withr
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the right coaction D on G and G m G , resp. The mappings v and S arer l l l
w xcoupled by the Maurer]Cartan equation, see 11, Proposition 14.13 :
dv a s y v a v a , a g A. 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ž1. Ž2.
Ž .a
Bico¤ariant Differential Calculus on Quantized Simple Lie Groups.
Throughout the deformation parameter q is assumed to be a transcen-
Ž .dental number, and N G 2. Let A be the bialgebra A R or one of the
Ž .. Ž Ž .. w xHopf algebras O GL N and O SL N as defined in 20, Subsect. 1.3 .q q
2 2 ab Ãb aRecall that R denotes the complex invertible N = N -matrix R s R ,r s r s
Ã 2 iŽ .where R is given in 9 . The N generators of A are denoted by u ,j
Ž i .i, j s 1, . . . , N, and we call u s u the fundamental matrixj i, js1, . . . , N
Ž Ž ..corepresentation. As an algebra O GL N is generated by the elementsq
ui and an additional central element T satisfying DT s T D s 1, wherej
Ž . lŽ p. 1 ND s Ý yq u ??? u denotes the quantum determinant. Thepg S pŽ1. pŽN .N
element U s ÝN qy2 i ui is called a quantum trace. We abbreviate q s qÃis1 i
y1 y1 Ãy q and q s q q q . The R-matrix is given byÏ
Ãab dabR s q d d q qh b y a d d , 9Ž . Ž .Ãr s as br ar b s
Ž .a, b, r, s s 1, . . . , N, where h denotes the Heaviside symbol h x s 1 for
Ã ÃŽ .x ) 0 and h x s 0 for x F 0. The matrix R can be written as R s qP yq
y1 y1 .1 ÃŽ .q P , where P s q q I " R are projections.Ïy "
w xWe follow the method of 10, 3 to construct bicovariant FODC on
quantizations of simple Lie groups. For a nonzero complex number x g C=
" ŽŽ ". i. Ž ". ilet l s l be the N = N-matrix of linear functionals l on A sx x j x j
Ž Ž .. w x "O GL N as defined in 20, Sect. 2 . Recall that l is uniquely deter-q x
" i m .1 Ã"1 im "Ž . Ž . Ž .mined by l u s x R and the property that l : A “ M C isx j n n j x N
Ž Ž ..a unital algebra homomorphism. For A s O SL N we must assumeq
N  4 =x s q. Define the bicovariant bimodules G , t g q, y , where z g Ct , z
Ž Ž .. N y2tis arbitrary in case A s O GL N and z s q in case A sq
Ž Ž ..O SL N :q
G s uc m u , lq m ly, c , xy s zy1 ,Ž .q, z x y
10Ž .
c y q, cG s u m u , l m l , xy s z .Ž .y, z x y
The structure of G can easily be described as follows. There exists a", z
 i 4 Ž .basis u : i, j s 1, . . . , N of G such that the right action and the rightj ", z l
coaction are given by
u ia s l " iSl . n ) a u m , a g A 11Ž .Ž .Ýj m j n
m , n
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and
mi m c nD u s u m u u , i , j s 1, . . . , N. 12Ž . Ž .Ý ir j n j
m , n
The element u s Ý qy2 iu i is the unique up to scalars bi-invariant element.i i
Defining
da s u a y au 13Ž .
Ž .for a g A, G , d becomes a bicovariant FODC over A. The braiding s", z
of G can be obtained as follows. Inserting ¤ s uc m u and f s l " m l ., c", z x y
Ž .into 6 yields
y1
" .1 "1 "Â Ï Ã Âs s R R R R , 14Ž .Ž ." 23 12 34 23
2 2 Â" Ïwhere the complex N = N -matrices R and R are defined as follows:
Ïab Ãsr Â" ab Ã"1 r aŽ . Ž .R s R and R s R . The indices 12, 23, and 34 indicate thatr s b a r s sb
the corresponding matrices act at positions 1, 2; 2, 3; and 3, 4 of the tensor
product V m4, V s C N. Note that the braiding s of G does not dependt , z
y1 y2 Ny1 Ãton z. Let r s q q and r s yq q. We often write s , r , R ,Ã Ãq y t t
Ât Ã"1 Â" y2and R instead of s , r , R , and R , respectively. Set s s q q" "
qy4 q ??? qqy2 N, r s s q r , and n s zr y s. Corresponding to Gt t t , z t t , z
the parameter value z is called regular if n / 0. For regular z thet , z
differentials dui generate G as a left A-module. Equivalently, the linearj t , z
² : Ž i . 2space v : i, j s 1, . . . , N of Maurer]Cartan forms v s v u is N -i j i j j
dimensional. The right ideal R then satisfiest , z
² i :R [ u : i , j s 1, . . . , N [ C s A, 15Ž .t , z j
w x Ž Ž ..see 22, Lemma 1.5; 23, Theorem 2.1 . For A s O SL N , G s G ,q t , z
z N s qy2t , the condition n / 0 is trivially fulfilled since q is transcen-t , z
i Ž i .dental. Transformation formulas between u , u , and v s v u , q sj i j j
Ý qy2 iv i, are given as follows. Using matrix notation and leg numberingi i
Ž . Ž i.for the matrices V s v , Q s u , and u, where Q s Q m I, Q si j j 1 2
I m Q and u s I m u, we have2
V s zr Q q z y 1 u I and q s n u . 16Ž . Ž .t t , z
Ž k . Ž .Inserting a s u into 11 givesi
x niki k t m t i iÃ Ãu eu s z R u R , u eu s zr u q zud ,Ž . Ž . jlÝ x mj l n j t j i j
x , m , n
or in matrix notation
Ãt ÃtQ eu s zR Q R , u eu s zr Q q zu I. 17Ž .1 2 2 t
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3. MAIN RESULTS
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 3.1. Let A be one of the Hopf algebras O SL N orq
Ž Ž .. 2O GL N and let G be one of the N -dimensional bico¤ariant first orderq
 4 =differential calculi G , t g q, y , z g C , o¤er A. Suppose q to bet , z
transcendental. Let G n denote Woronowicz' external algebra and let G nW W l
denote its subalgebra of left-in¤ariant forms.
Then the Poincare series of G n isÂ W l
N 2nP G , t s 1 q t ,Ž .Ž .lW
n k N 2Ž .i.e., dim G s , k g N . In particular, there exists a unique up tož /W l 0k
scalars left in¤ariant form of maximal degree N 2.
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, G, and q be as in Theorem 3.1. Let G n denoteW i
the subalgebra of G n consisting of all bi-in¤ariant forms. ThenW
Ž . Ž n . Ž .Ž 3. Ž 2 Ny1.i P G , t s 1 q t 1 q t ??? 1 q t .W i
Ž . Ž .k n n k n nii v n v s y1 v n v , for v g G and v g G .k n n k k W i n W i
Ž . niii dv s 0 for v g G .W i
Ž .iv Different bi-in¤ariant forms represent different de Rham cohomol-
ogy classes.
Ž . Ž n k .Remark 1. By i the dimension dim G is equal to the number ofW i
partitions of k into a sum of pairwise different positive odd integers less
than 2 N. It is also equal to the number of symmetric partitions l of k,
l s lX, with l F N. The left-invariant form of maximal degree N 2 is1
bi-invariant.
THEOREM 3.3. Let A, G, and q be as in Theorem 3.1. Let G n and G nu s
denote the uni¤ersal differential calculus and the second antisymmetrizer
differential calculus o¤er G, respecti¤ely. Then we ha¤e the following isomor-
phisms of differential Hopf algebras.
Ž . n ni G ( G .s W
Ž . n nii G ( G for N G 3, n / 0, and for N s 2, t s q, andu s t , z
y1 y1 Ž 2 .Ž 4 .y1z / q , yq , q q 1 q q 1 .
Ž . n n Ž 2 . 2 y2iii G ( G r u for N s 2, t s q, and z s q . Moreo¤er, thes u
uni¤ersal differential calculus G n is inner and u 2 is central.u
Ž Ž < .. Ž .Remark 2. For A s O GL n m and G s G , ii was provedq ", 1
w xin 12 .
Since the differential calculi G and G are isomorphic for N s 2q, z y, z
Ž .it suffices to consider G . In case of the quantum group SL 2 , theq, z q
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y1 Ž y1 .parameter z s q resp. z s yq corresponds to the 4D -calculusq
Ž . w xresp. 4D -calculus , defined in 26 .y
n 2 Ž .The calculus G is also inner since u s 0, see Lemma 6.2 ii below.s
4. IWAHORI]HECKE ALGEBRA AND
ANTISYMMETRIZER
In this subsection we shall give the definition of the Iwahori]Hecke
Ž .algebra H q over C and we shall list some of their important propertiesk
and facts including an explicit formula for the central idempotents. Since q
is not a root of unity everything goes through in exactly the same fashion
Ž . was in the case of the base field C q . We take the definition from 9, Sects.
x7.1 and 7.4 .
There is a unique structure of an associative unital algebra on the vector
 4  4space with basis T : w g S and T s 1 such that for all s g s , . . . , sw k 1 1 ky1
and w g Sk
T T s T if l sw ) l w , 18Ž . Ž . Ž .s w sw
T T s q y qy1 T q T if l sw - l w . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s w w sw
This algebra is called the Iwahori]Hecke algebra of type A and isky1
Ž . Ž . Ž .denoted by H q . Instead of 19 one often takes T T s q y 1 T qk s w w
qT . The present form is more useful when dealing with quantum groups.sw
Ž . Ž .We briefly write T for T . The relations 1 , 2 with T instead of b andi s i ii
T 2 s qT q 1, i s l , . . . , k y 1, 20Ž .Ãi i
Ž . Ž .are equivalent to 18 and 19 .
w xWe shall adopt the notations in 13 for partitions, compositions, charac-
Ž .ters, and idempotents. We call l s l , l , . . . a partition of k if l q1 2 1
l q ??? s k and l G l G ??? G 0 are integers. We briefly write l & k.2 1 2
Ž m kŽ .m ky 1 m1.Sometimes we use the notation l s k k y 1 ??? 1 where mi
denotes the number of parts of l equal to i. The conjugate of a partition l
is a partition lX whose diagram is the transpose of the diagram of l.
Hence lX is the number of boxes in the ith column of l, or equivalentlyi
X  4l s Card j: l G i .i j
Ž .Irreducible representations of H q are labelled by partitions l of k.k
The dimension of the irreducible representation labelled by l is d sl
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k!rh l . Here h l s Ł h x is the product of hook lengths h x sx g l
X Ž . Ž .l q l y i y j q 1, where x s i, j is a box of l in position i, j , seei j
w Ž . Ž .x13, I.6, Example 2 a and I.7 7.6 . The corresponding irreducible charac-
l Ž .ter is denoted by x . A partition of unity is a set of minimal primitive
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 i4 i jidempotents p , l & k, 1 F i F d , such that p p s d d . The elementl l l m lm i j
z s Ýdl pi is the minimal central idempotent associated to l. We havel is1 l
1 s Ý z . For the remainder of this section fix positive integers k and N.l l
An N-composition of k is a sequence of nonnegative integers c s
Ž .c , . . . , c , c G 0, such that c q c q ??? qc s k. It is denoted by1 N i 1 2 N
Ž . c c1 cNc * k. For any N-composition c s c , . . . , c of k define x s x ??? x ,1 N 1 N
 4where x , . . . , x are commuting variables. Let e , . . . , e be a basis of1 N 1 N
the vector space V s C N. For ¤ s e m e m ??? m e g V mk define thei i i1 2 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .content c ¤ , c ¤ s c , . . . , c , where c is the number of factors e in ¤.1 N j j
Ž . mkObviously, c ¤ * k. For c * k define the projection operator E of Vc
Ž . Xby E ¤ s d ¤ for ¤ s e m e m ??? m e . One easily verifies E Ec c, cŽ¤ . i i i c c1 2 k
s d X E , c, cX * k, and I s Ý E .c, c c c* k c
Ž .We introduce two important involutions * and 9 of H q . They arek
defined on generators by TU s T and T X s yTy1, respectively. Boths s s s
Ž .mappings can be extended to antihomomorphisms of H q . Note thatk
U X Ž . lŽw . y1y1T s T and T s y1 T .w w w w
LEMMA 4.1. Let l & k be a partition of k. Then zX s z X and zU s z .l l l l
Ž . Ž .kProof. a The central idempotent z resp. z is completely char-Žk . Ž1 .
Ž y1 .k kacterized by the property T z s qz resp. T z s yq z , i si Žk . Žk . i Ž1 . Ž1 .
1, . . . , k y 1. Since any involution of a central idempotent is again a
X Ž y1 .X y1 Xcentral idempotent, T z s y z T s yq z , i s 1, . . . , k y 1,i Žk . Žk . i Žk .
implies zX s z k is similar.Žk . Ž1 .
Ž .b Suppose we are given an admissible Young tableau with diagram
Ž . X Ž X X . w xl s l , . . . , l . Let l s l , . . . , l be the transposed diagram. In 51 r 1 s
there is constructed a minimal idempotent p s h e hy1 h e hy1, wherel y y y q q q
e s A X = ??? = A X , e s S = ??? = S . Here A s z j and S s z de-y l l q l l j Ž1 . j Ž j.1 s 1 r
Ž .note the jth antisymmetrizer and the jth symmetrizer in H q , respec-j
Ž . Ž . Ž .tively, and we use the natural embeddings H q = ??? = H q “ H qn n k1 r
for n * k. The element h depends on the entries of the Young tableau."
Ž . X XX XBy a , e s S = ??? = S and e s A = ??? = A . Since p is a minimaly l l q l l l1 s 1 r
subidempotent of z , pX is a minimal subidempotent of z X . Since z sl l l l
dl i Ž i. Ž j.X Ž i.X X XÝ p and p 9 p s d p , z is a subidempotent of z . Moreover,is1 l l l i j l l l
zX is nonzero and a minimal central idempotent. Hence, zX s z X . Thel l l
proof for * is similar.
Ž . mkNext define representations D and D of H q on V . The action ofc k
the generator T on a basis element ¤ s e m e m ??? m e is given asn i i i1 2 k
follows. Let s denote the flip operator in V mk that interchanges the nthn
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Ž .and n q 1 st component of the tensor product. Let
q¤ if i s i ,¡ n nq1~q¤ q s ¤ if i - i ,Ž .ÃD T ¤ sŽ . n n nq1n ¢s ¤ if i ) i .Ž .n n nq1
Ž . Ž .The representation D is given by D T s s D T s . Using matrix nota-c c n n n n
ÃŽ .tion and leg numbering, D T s R . The representation D associatesn n, nq1 c
Ï Ïi j ÃlkŽ . Ž .to a single generator T the matrix R s R s R . Both representa-k l ji
Ž .tions D and D of H q commute with E since they do not change thec k c
content of the tensor e m ??? m e .i i1 k
Ž .We introduce a trace functional Tr on H q that takes values in thek
w xalgebra of polynomials C x , . . . , x . The following proposition is due to1 N
w xRam, see 19, Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.7, and Theorem 3.8 .
Ž . Ž . w xPROPOSITION 4.2. i The mapping Tr: H q “ C x , . . . , xk 1 N
Tr h s x ctr E D h 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý c
c*k
Ž . Ž . Ž .defines a trace functional, i.e., Tr hg s Tr gh for all h, g g H q .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let p g H q be idempotent. Then Tr p does not depend on q.k
In particular
Tr pi s s x , . . . , x , 22Ž . Ž .Ž .l l 1 N
 i4where l & k is a partition of k, p is a partition of unity, and s denotes thel l
w Ž . xSchur function, cf. 13, I 3.1 , p. 40 .
Ž . Ž .iii For h g H qk
Tr h s x l h s x , . . . , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l 1 N
l&k 23Ž .
Tr hz s x l h s x , . . . , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .l l 1 N
w xRemark 3. The proof of 19, Lemma 3.5 shows that replacing D by Dc
Ž .in 21 does not change Tr.
Ž . lŽ . y1For the group algebra CS we have z s d rk! Ý x w w . Wek l l w g Sk
Ž .will show now that a similar formula holds for H q . The existence of ank
Ž .associative, symmetric, and non-degenerate bilinear form on H q isk
 4  w 4essential for the proof of this formula. Let T : w g S and f : w g Sw k k
Ž . 0be dual bases of H q and its dual vector space, respectively. Let fk
denote the coordinate functional corresponding to the unit element 1 g
Ž .H q .k
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Ž . ² : 0Ž .LEMMA 4.3. Let g, h g H q . Then g, h s f gh defines a symmet-k
Ž .ric, associati¤e, and non-degenerate bilinear form on H q . Moreo¤erk
1, if ¤w s 1² :T , T s )Ž .¤ w ½ 0 otherwise.
Ž .Proof. For the right-hand side of ) we use the Kronecker symbol
d . The associativity of the pairing follows from the definition. Suppose¤ w , 1
Ž . ² :for a moment that formula ) is already proved. Then ? ,? is symmetric
since ¤w s 1 if and only if w¤ s 1 and f 0 is linear. The pairing is
 4  4y1non-degenerate since T : w g S and T : w g S are orthogonal withw k w k
² : Ž .respect to ? ,? bases. We prove ) by induction on the length of w. By
² : 0Ž . Ž .definition T , 1 s f T s d , and ) holds for w s 1. Suppose it is¤ ¤ ¤ , 1
X Ž X. Ž . X Ž . Ž X.true for all ¤ , w g S with l w F l w . Let w s sw , l w s l w q 1,k
and ¤ be arbitrary.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case 1. l ¤s s l ¤ q 1. By 18 and the induction assumption
² : 0Ž . 0Ž . ² :X X X XT , T s f T T T s f T T s T , T s d s d .¤ w ¤ s w ¤ s w ¤ s w ¤ sw , 1 ¤ w , 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case 2. l ¤s s l ¤ y 1. By 19 and the induction assumption
² : 0Ž . 0ŽŽ . . ² :X X Xwe have T , T s f T T T s f qT q T T s q T , T qÃ Ã¤ w ¤ s w ¤ ¤ s w ¤ w
² : ² : ² :X X XT , T s q T , T q d . We have to prove that T , T s 0 orÃ¤ s w ¤ w ¤ w , 1 ¤ w
equivalently, by the induction assumption, ¤wX / 1. Assume to the contrary
X Ž . Ž X. X Ž . Ž X. Ž X.¤w s 1. Then l ¤ s l w . Since also ¤ssw s 1, l ¤s s l sw s l w q
Ž . X1 s l ¤ q 1; that contradicts our assumption of Case 2. Hence ¤w / 1
and the proof is complete.
Since there exists an associative, symmetric, and non-degenerate bilinear
Ž . Ž . w xform on H q , Proposition 9.17 of 2, p. 204 applies to our situation.k
Namely, the central idempotent z is given byl
dl l
y1z s x T T , 24Ž . Ž .Ýl w wtl wgSk
lŽ . lŽ .y1where t s Ý x T x T is nonzero. Moreoverl w g S w wk
t s dy1x l t with t s T T y1 . 25Ž . Ž .Ýl l w w
wgSk
Ž .y1LEMMA 4.4. The element t s Ý T T is central in H q . We ha¤ew g S w w kk
t s Ý t z .l& k l l
 4 Proof. Fix s s s for some i g 1, . . . , k y 1 and set L s w g S :i k
Ž . Ž .4l sw ) l w . Then S is the disjoint union of L and sL. Abbreviatingk
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Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .y1T s T T , by 18 we have T s T T T , w g L. Moreover, by 20w w w sw s w s
Ä Ä 2 Ä 2T tT s T T T s T T T q T T TÝ Ý ž /s s s w s s w s s w s
wgLjsL wgL
Ä 2 Äs T T T q T T qT q 1Ž .ÃÝ ž /s w s s w s
wgL
Ä Ä Äs T T T q qT q 1 T q qT T T TŽ .Ã ÃÝ ž /s w s s w s s w s
wgL
Ä Ä Ä Äs T T T q T q qT T q T T T s t q qT t .Ã ÃÝ Ýž / ž /s w s w s w s w s s
wgL wgL
Multiplying the preceding equation from the left by Ty1 and usings
Ty1 s T y q, we get tT s T t. Hence, t is central. Applying x l to theÃs s s s
lŽ .ansatz t s Ý a z , using x z s d d , we obtain a s t .m& k m m m lm l l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .In our studies the algebra H q s H q m H q plays the importantk k k
Ž .role. The main object is the antisymmetrizer a in H q . We define it ask k
follows. Let the map s be defined on the generators of the braid group by
Ž . y1  Ž .4s b s T m T . Since the elements of s b satisfy the braid equationi i i i
Ž . Ž .1 and 2 , s uniquely extends to a homomorphism of the group algebra
Ž . Ž . Ž . lŽw . UXC B to H q . One easily checks that s [ s b s y1 T m T ,k k w w w w
Ž .w g S . Let a denote the image of the braid group antisymmetrizer 3 :k k
a s s A s T X m TU . 26Ž . Ž .Ýk k w w
wgSk
Ž .Similarly, define a s s A for all i - k. The basic result of this sec-k i k i
tion is
PROPOSITION 4.5. The spectral decomposition of the antisymmetrizer
Ž .a g H q isk k
a s t p , 27Ž .Ýk l l
l&k
where
p s ty1 a zX m z 28Ž . Ž .l l k l l
Ž .are mutually orthogonal idempotents in H q . Moreo¤erk
Tr m Tr p s s X x , . . . , x s x , . . . , x . 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l l 1 N l 1 N
Proof. The following formula is essential for the proof of p 2 s p ,l l
a 1 m h s a hX m 1 30Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
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Ž . Ž . Ž .for h g H q . We prove 30 in three steps. a k s 2 and h s T s T . Byk 1
Ž . y2 y120 and T s 1 y qT we haveÃ
a 1 m T s 1 m 1 y Ty1 m T 1 m T s 1 m T y Ty1 m qT q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã2
s 1 y qTy1 m T y Ty1 m 1Ž .Ã
s yTy1 m T q 1 m 1 yTy1 m 1 s a T X m 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Now let k ) 2. By 4 , a s a a m a sk k , iq1 iq1 ky iy1
Ž Ž . . Ž .a a a m a m a s y a m a m a with y sk , iq1 iq1, iy1 iy1 2 kyiy1 iy1 2 kyiy1
Ž . Ž .a a m 1 ; a acts in the first i q 1 positions. Using a wek , iq1 iq1, iy1 iq1, iy1
have
a 1 m T s y a m a m a 1 m TŽ . Ž . Ž .k i iy1 2 kyiy1 i
s y a m a 1 m T m aŽ .Ž .iy1 2 kyiy1
s y a m a T X m 1 m a s a T X m 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .iy1 2 kyiy1 k i
Ž . Ž . Ž .c Suppose 30 is fulfilled for h and g in H q . Then it is valid fork
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž X .Ž .hg as well because a 1 m hg s a 1 m h 1 m g s a h m 1 1 m g sk k k
Ž X . Ž .Ž X . Ž X X . ŽŽ .X .a h m g s a 1 m g h m 1 s a g h m 1 s a hg m 1 . Since thek k k k
Ž . Ž .T generate H q , the proof of 30 is complete.i k
Ž X .We show that a z m z is essentially idempotent. Noting that 1 m z isk l l l
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .central in H q , using 30 several times, z s z , 26 , and Lemma 4.4, itk l l
follows that
2X 2a z m z s a 1 m z a 1 m z s a 1 m zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k l l k l k l k l
s a T X m TU z s a 1 m T TU zŽ . Ž .Ý Ýk w w l k w w l
wgS wgSk k
s a 1 m tz s t a 1 m z s t a zX m z .Ž . Ž . Ž .k l l k l l k l l
Ž .Hence, p is idempotent. Using 30 again and z z s 0 for l / m, wel l m
have
p p s ty1 ty1 a 1 m z a 1 m z s ty1 ty1 a2 1 m z z s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .l m l m k l k m l m k l m
Ž X .proving that p and p are orthogonal. Since 1 s Ý z , Ý a z m z sl m l l l k l l
Ž . Ž .Ý a 1 m z s a , and 27 is proved.l k l k
To the last assertion. We briefly write x for the set of commuting
y1 Ž .variables x , . . . , x . Changing the role of w and w in 24 , applying1 N
Ž .Xthen involution 9, and using Lemma 4.1, we have z s d rtl l l
lŽ . X lX lXŽ .X Xy1Ý x T T . Applying x , dividing by x z s d s d , multiply-w g S w w l l lk
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Xing by s x s x , and finally using 23 and 28 , we obtainl l
1 X Xl l
X Xy1s x s x s x T x T s x s xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýl l w w l ltl wgSk
1
X
Xy1s Tr T z Tr T zŽ . Ž .Ý w l w ltl wgSk
1
X X
y1s Tr m Tr T m T z m zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý w w l lž /tl wgSk
1
Xs Tr m Tr a z m z s Tr m Tr p .Ž . Ž .k l l lž /tl
cŽl.Ž Ž . Ž ..Remark 4. The explicit formula for t is t s k!q H l rh l ,l l q
Ž . y1 Ž hŽ x . yhŽ x .. Ž . Ž .where H l s q Ł q y q and c l s Ý j y i , seeÃq x g l Ž i, j.g l
w Ž .x6, 1.6 .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..5. COREPRESENTATIONS OF O GL N AND O SL Nq q
In this section we recall notions and facts from the theory of corepresen-
tations of Hopf algebras. All corepresentations are assumed to be finite
dimensional. For a Hopf algebra A the following statements are equiva-
w x Ž .lent 11, Theorem 11.3, p. 403 : i Every corepresentation of A is a direct
Ž .sum of irreducible corepresentations, ii A is the linear span of all matrix
elements of all irreducible corepresentations. In this case we call A
Ž i.cosemisimple. The character of a matrix corepresentation ¤ s ¤ j i, js1, . . . , d
of A is the element x s Ýd ¤ i in A. In case of the zero corepresenta-¤ is1 i
tion, ¤ s x s 0. For A cosemisimple two finite dimensional corepresenta-¤
wtions are equivalent if and only if their characters coincide, see 11,
xCorollary 11.18, p. 407 .
Two idempotents p and p of an algebra A are called equi¤alent if1 2
there are elements a, b g A with ab s p and ba s p . Obviously, two1 2
idempotents p and p , p / 0 or p / 0, are not equivalent, if p xp s 01 2 1 2 1 2
for all x g A.
Ž i.LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a cosemisimple Hopf algebra and ¤ s ¤ be aj
matrix corepresentation of A on the ¤ector space V.
Ž . Ž .i Suppose P g Mor ¤ is idempotent. Then the restriction of ¤ to the
Ž .image of P defines a subcorepresentation ¤ P of ¤ with character x s¤ ŽP .
Ý P i¤ j.i, j j i
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Ž . Ž .ii Let P and Q be idempotents in Mor ¤ . Then the corresponding
Ž . Ž .subcorepresentations ¤ P and ¤ Q are equi¤alent if and only if P and Q are
equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž .iii Let P g Mor ¤ , i s 0, . . . , m, P / 0, be equi¤alent idempotentsi 0
and let P s Ý a P , a g C, be idempotent. Then there exist nonnegati¤ei i i i
integers r and s, s / 0, with Ý a s sy1 r. Moreo¤er, we ha¤e the followingi i
Ž . Ž .equi¤alence of subcorepresentations of ¤ : s ? ¤ P ( r ? ¤ P .0
Ž .Proof. Throughout the proof we sum over repeated indices. i We
Ž .  4  4determine the matrix coefficients of w s ¤ P . Let e and f be basesi J
of V and W s im P, resp. Define linear mappings A: W “ V, Aw s w,
and B: V “ W, B¤ s P¤ . Obviously, P s AB and BA s id . The matrixW
elements of A and B corresponding to the chosen bases are determined
j Ž . Kby f s ÝA e and B e s ÝB f , resp. Let w denote the associated toJ J j i i K
Ž . j Ž .¤ right comodule mapping, w e s Ýe m ¤ . Since A s PA, P g Mor ¤ ,i j i
and P s AB we obtain
w f s w A j e s e m ¤ i A j s e m ¤ iP j AkŽ . Ž .Ý Ý ÝN N j i j N i j k N
Mj i k i M j ks e m ¤ P A s A e m B ¤ A s f m B¤A .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ni k j N M i j k N M
Hence, W s im P defines a subcorepresentation with matrix elements
M j k Ž .k j k jw s B¤A. Therefore, x s ÝB ¤ A s Ý AB ¤ s ÝP ¤ .w j k M j k j k
Ž .ii Suppose P ; Q are equivalent idempotents, i.e., P s AB and
Ž . Ž .Q s BA for some A, B g Mor ¤ . By i the characters of the subcore-
Ž . Ž . k l k lpresentations ¤ P and ¤ Q are x s Ý P ¤ and x s ÝQ ¤ ,¤ ŽP . l k ¤ ŽQ. l k
Ž .resp. Inserting P s AB, Q s BA, and using B g Mor ¤ gives x s¤ ŽP .
k x l k x l l x Ž .ÝA B ¤ s ÝA ¤ B s ÝQ ¤ s x . Since A is cosemisimple, ¤ Px l k x l k x l ¤ ŽQ.
Ž . Ž . Ž .( ¤ Q . Suppose now that ¤ P ( ¤ Q are equivalent corepresentations,
Ž Ž . Ž ..i.e., there is a bijective map J, J g Mor ¤ P , ¤ Q . Let W and W1 2
denote the images of P and Q, resp. Moreover, let A , B and A , B be1 1 2 2
Ž .the corresponding mappings from the proof of i for P and Q, resp. Since
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .J g Mor ¤ P , ¤ Q , J B ¤A s B ¤A J. Applying the counit « and1 1 2 2
choosing A s A Jy1B and B s A JB one gets AB s P and BA s Q.1 2 2 1
Hence, P ; Q.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii By i and ii ,
kk l lx s P ¤ s a P ¤ s a x s a x . 31Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý¤ ŽP . l k i i k i ¤ ŽP . i ¤ ŽP .l ž /i 0
i
Since A is cosemisimple there exist integers l and s , s G 1, j s 1, . . . , l,j j
Ž .and irreducible corepresentations w / 0, j s 1, . . . , l, such that ¤ P (j 0
Ž .Ý s w . Set r s s Ý a , j s 1, . . . , l. From 31 it follows x s Ý r x .j j j j j i i ¤ ŽP . j j w j
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Since A is cosemisimple and since irreducible characters are linearly
Ž .independent, r are nonnegative integers and ¤ P ( Ý r w . Hencej j j j
y1 Ž . Ž .Ý a s s r is rational and s ¤ P ( r ¤ P .i i 1 1 1 1 0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Now let A be one of the Hopf algebras O GL N or O SL N .q q
wSince q is transcendental, A is cosemisimple, see 11, Theorem 11.22,
x mkp. 410 . Throughout let w and c denote the corepresentations u and
Ž c.mk Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .u respectively. By 38 below it is obvious that D H q : Mor wk
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .and D H q : Mor c . Let p g H q be idempotent, P s D p , andc k k
c Ž . Ž . Ž c Ž ..P s D p . Since, P g Mor w resp. P g Mor c and by Lemma 5.1c
Ž . Ž .i , the restriction of the corepresentation w resp. of c to the image of P
Ž c. Ž . Ž Ž c..resp. of P defines a subcorepresentation w P resp. c P perhaps 0.
In particular, let p and p be minimal subidempotents of z . Sincel l l
Ž .z H q is a simple ideal, p ; p are equivalent idempotents. Thusl k l l
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..D p ; D p resp. D p ; D p are equivalent idempotents too.l l c l c l
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ..Hence by Lemma 5.1 ii , w D p ( w D p resp. c D p (l l c l
Ž Ž ... Ž .c D p are equivalent corepresentations. Let w resp. c denote thisc l l l
equivalence class. We determine the dimensions of w and c . Let Trl l 1
Ž .denote the evaluation of Tr at x s ??? s x s 1, see 21 . By Remark 31 N
and by Ý E s I we havec* k c
Tr s tr(D s tr(D . 32Ž .1 c
Ž . Ž Ž i.. Ž Ž i.. Ž i. Ž .By 22 , rank D p s rank D p s Tr p s s 1, . . . , 1 . The explicitl c l 1 l l
value is
y1
d N [ dim w s dim c s s 1, . . . , 1 s h l N q j y i ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýl l l l
Ž .i , j gl
33Ž .
w xsee 13, I.3 Example 4, p. 45 .
Ž Ž ..LEMMA 5.2. Let A be one of the Hopf algebras O GL N orq
Ž Ž .. Ž . U Ž U . cO SL N . Assume p g H q to be idempotent, P s D p , and P sq k
Ž .D p . Then the following corepresentations are equi¤alentc
cU cw P ( c P . 34Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. We first prove
“⁄ ı U⁄D h s D T h T , 35Ž . Ž .Ž .“jc w w ı( (
“ “ ⁄ ⁄Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for h g H q , ı s i , . . . , i ,  s j , . . . , j , ı s i , . . . , i , and  sk 1 k 1 k k 1
Ž . Ž .j , . . . , j . First let h s T be a single generator. By 5 , b b s b b .k 1 n n w w kyn( (
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Applying the representation b ‹ T to this equation and recalling TU sn n n
T , we haven
“ “ ⁄  ıU y1 j , j i , iky n kynq1 kynq1 kynÃ Ï“ ⁄D T T T s D T s R s R s D T ;Ž . Ž .“Ž .w n w kyn i , i j , j c nı ky n kynq1 kynq1 kynı( (
Ž . Ž . Ž .that proves 35 for h s T . Suppose now 35 is valid for g, h g H q . Byn k
the representation property of D and D and antimultiplicativity of *, wec
finally conclude
“ “⁄ ⁄ ⁄ x ı ı x U Uy1 y1⁄ ⁄ ⁄D gh s D g D h s D T g T D T h TŽ . Ž . Ž . “ “Ž . Ž .Ý Ý x c c c w w w wı x( ( ( (“ “x x
“U y1s D T gh T .Ž . “Ž .w w ı( (
 4 Ž . Ž .Since the T generate H q , 35 is proved. We sum over repeatedn k
Ž . Ž . Ž . cmulti-indices. By Lemma 5.1 i , 35 , and S x s x we have¤ ¤
⁄“ “ “ı  Uc c y1 c“ “ “cx s P u s D T p T uŽ . Ž . Ž .. ⁄Ž .Ý Ý ı ıc ŽP w w ı( (
“⁄ “ z ⁄ xU y1 ı“ ⁄s D T P D T S uŽ .Ž . Ž .“ ⁄Ž .Ý zw w x ı( (
⁄⁄ “ ı “ xU y1 z“ ⁄s S D T P D T uŽ .Ž .“ ⁄Ž .Ý zw w ıž /x ( (
⁄ “ıU z“ ⁄ U U cs S P u s S x s x .Ž . Ž .Ý zž /ı w ŽP . w ŽP .
Ž U .c Ž c.Since A is cosemisimple w P and c P are equivalent corepresenta-
tions.
COROLLARY 5.3. w c ( c .l l
Proof. Let p be a minimal subidempotent of z . Since z s zU , p ;l l l l l
U Uc cŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..cp . Hence w s w D p ( w D p ( c D p s c .l l l l c l l
We recall the Brauer]Schur]Weyl duality for quantum groups of type
w xA, cf. 7; 11, Theorem 8.38, Proposition 11.20, and Proposition 11.21 .
Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 5.4. Let A be one of the Hopf algebras O GL N orq
Ž Ž ..O SL N . Let q be a transcendental complex number, k g N, and l & k.q
Ž . Ž . Ž mk .i The representation D : H q “ Mor u is surjecti¤e. The sub-k
corepresentation w of w is irreducible.l
Ž . Ž .Xii ker D s [ z H q . The subcorepresentation w is zero ifl k ll& k , l ) N1
and only if lX ) N.1
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COROLLARY 5.5. Let A and q be as abo¤e, and let l, m & k be partitions
of k. Then w ( w if and only if l s m or both lX ) N and mX ) N.l m 1 1
Ž . Ž . X XProof. ⁄ This is trivial. “ Suppose l F N or m F N and l / m.1 1
Let p and p denote minimal idempotents corresponding to l and m,l m
Ž . Ž .respectively, and P s D p , P s D p . Since P / 0 or P / 0 byl l m m l m
Ž . Ž mk .Proposition 5.4 ii and since P XP s 0, X g Mor u , P and P arel m l m
Ž .inequivalent. By Lemma 5.1 ii , w and w are inequivalent too.l m
Ž .Corresponding to G s G consider the representation D of H q ont , z t k
m2 k Ž . Ž . Ž .V , D s D m D and D s D m D a , where a : H q “ H q denotesq c y c k k
Ž . Ž .the automorphism a h m g s g m h, g, h g H q . The next propositionk
settles the problem of determining the rank of the antisymmetrizer a sk
Ž .D a . The basic result ist k
t Ž .PROPOSITION 5.6. The idempotent P s D p defines a subcorepresenta-l t l
Ž t . Ž c.mk mktion f P of f s u m u withl
f Pq ( c X m w and f Py ( c m w X . 36Ž .Ž . Ž .l l l l l l
Ž . t m2 kProof. a We first calculate the rank of P in V , i.e., the dimen-l
Ž t . Ž . Ž .sion of the corepresentation f P . Let p g H q be idempotent. By 32 ,l k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rankD p s Tr m Tr p . In particular for p s p by 29 and 33 wet 1 1 l
have
rank Pt s d X N d N . 37Ž . Ž . Ž .l l l
Ž .  i j 4 Ž .b Let p : i, j s 1, . . . , d be a linear basis of z H q consistingl l l k
Ž i j. 4of mutually equivalent idempotents. Then p 9: i, j s 1, . . . , d is a basisl l
Ž . Ž .X Xof z H q . By 28 , p is a subidempotent of z m z . Hence there arel k l l l
complex numbers a l , r, s, m, n s 1, . . . , d , such that p sr sm n l l
l Ž r s. m n Ž r s. m nÝ a p 9 m p . Moreover, the idempotents p 9 m p are mutu-r sm n l l l l
Ž . Ž . qally equivalent in H q . Applying D resp. D gives P sk q y l
l ŽŽ r s.X. Ž m n. Ž y l Ž m n. ŽŽ r s.X..Ýa D p m D p resp. P s Ýa D p m D p . Oner sm n c l l l r sm n c l l
q Ž y. ŽŽ r s.X . Ž m n.verifies that ¤ s f, P s P resp. P s P , and P s D p m D pl l i c l l
Ž Ž m n. ŽŽ r s.X.. Ž .resp. P s D p m D p satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 iii .i c l l
Ž q. l Ž Ž y. l . lX XHence, f P ( a c m w resp. f P ( a c m w , where a sl l l l l l
l Ž . Ž t . l Ž . Ž .XÝa is rational. In particular, by 33 , dim f P s a d N d N .r sm n l l l
lŽ .Comparing this with 37 gives a s 1; the proof is complete.
The main step to simplify the study of the algebras G n and G n isW l W i
the reduction of the antisymmetrizer A of Gmk to the antisymmetrizer ak l k
Ž Ž ..of D H q . We provide an isomorphism of the right A-comodulest k
Ž c.mk mk mku m u and D ° G that maps a into A . Here and in ther l k k
remainder of the article V always denotes the N-dimensional complex
vector space C N with canonical basis e , . . . , e .1 N
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Set s s 1 q s q qy2 Ny2, s s s y qy2 y qy2 N, and define the N 2 =q y
2 Á" ab 2 sy2 a Ã"1 b sŽ . Ž .N -matrices R s q R . We recall some well-known proper-r s ar
Â Á" w xties of the matrices R and R , see 22, Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 :
Ã Ãy1 c c Ïq Ïy² : ² :Mor u m u s R , R , Mor u m u s R , R , 38Ž . Ž . Ž .
c c Âq Ây² :Mor u m u , u m u s R , R ,Ž .
c c Áq Áy² :Mor u m u , u m u s R , R ,Ž .
Â" Á. Á. Â"R R s R R s I ,
in js2 sy2 j y2 2 sq P P s q d d q s q d d , 39Ž . Ž . Ž .Ï Ž .Ý jm" " nr m s " nm r si r
i , j
Â" Â" Ã Ã Â" Â" Â" Â" Ï Ï Â" Â"R R R s R R R , R R R s R R R . 40Ž .23 12 23 12 23 12 12 23 12 23 12 23
Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 5.7. Let A denote one of the Hopf algebras O GL N orq
Ž Ž .. Ž c.mk mkO SL N , G s G , f s u m u , and k G 1.q t , z
Ž . Žk . mki There exists an isomorphism I of right comodules f and D ° Gr l
such that
I Žk .a s A I Žk . . 41Ž .k k
Ž . n kii There exists an isomorphism I of right comodules f ° im a andk
D ° G n k.r W l
Ž . n kiii There exists an isomorphism of G and the ¤ector spaceW i
Ž .fim a of f-in¤ariant elements of im a .k k
Proof. To simplify notations, throughout the proof we shall write Cn
Ž .instead of C for C g End V m V acting in position n and n q 1 ofn, nq1
the tensor product V mk, n F k y 1.
“Ž .  Ž .4  4“i Let e : ı s i , . . . , i and u m ??? m u be theı 1 2 k i i A A i i1 2 2 ky1 2 k
canonical bases of V m2 k and Gmk, resp. With respect to these bases definel
the matrix I Žk . s I Žk . as follows. Set I Ž1. s I and for k G 2 lett t
Žk . Ât Ât Ât Ât Ât Ât ÂtI s R R R ??? R ??? R ??? R ??? R . 42Ž .ž / ž / ž /t 2 ??? 2 ky1 2 ky2 2 ky4 2 ky3 2 i kqiy1 2 k
Ž . Žk .The index 2, . . . , 2k y 1 indicates that I effectively acts at positionst
Ât2, . . . , 2k y 1 and leaves the first and last coordinates unchanged. Since R
Ž . Žk .is invertible by 39 , I is invertible. The following two recursion formu-t
las are easily checked
Žk . Žky1. Ât ÂtI s I R ??? R ,t t 4 ??? 2 ky1 2 k
Žk . Žky1. Ât ÂtI s I R ??? R .t t 2 ??? 2 ky3 2 ky2 k
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Ž .Using 38 and one of the above recursion formulas one shows by induc-
tion on k that the matrix I Žk . defines an isomorphism of corepresenta-t
Ž c.mk mk Ž c .mk mk Ž c .mktions u m u and u m u . Since D ° G ( u m u by defi-r l
Ž . Ž .nition of D and 12 , the first part of i is proved. Next we shall show Eq.r
Ž .41 . Since both antisymmetrizer a and A are homomorphic images ofk k
Ž .the braid group antisymmetrizer A under D (s and g , resp. it sufficesk t
Žk . Ž y1 . Ž . Žk . Ž .to prove I D T m T s s I for n s 1, . . . , k y 1. By 14 thet t n n t n t
equivalent matrix notation of this identity is
y1Žk . yt t t yt t t Žk .Ï Ã Â Ï Ã ÂI R R s R R R R I . 43Ž .Ž .t n kqn 2 n 2 ny1 2 nq1 2 n t
Ž . Žk . Žk .We will prove 43 for I by induction on k. The proof for I isq y
Ž2. Â Ž .analogous. Since I s R , 43 is obvious for k s 2 and n s 1.q 2
Ž .Case 1. n s 1. By the second recursion equation, 40 , k G 3, and
induction assumption we have
Žk . Ïy1 Ã Žky1. Â Â Â Â Ïy1 ÃI R R s I R ? ? ? R R R R Rq 1 kq1 q2 ? ? ? 2 ky3 2 ky2 kq2 kq1 k 1 kq1
Žky1. Ïy1 Â Â Ã Â Âs I R R ? ? ? R R R Rq2 ? ? ? 2 ky3 1 2 ky2 kq2 k kq1 k
Žky1. Ïy1 Ã Â Âs I R R R ? ? ? Rq2 ? ? ? 2 ky3 1 k 2 ky2 k
Â Ïy1 Ã Ây1 Žky1. Â Âs R R R R I R ? ? ? R2 1 3 2 q2 ? ? ? 2 ky3 2 ky2 k
Â Ïy1 Ã Ây1 Žk .s R R R R I .2 1 3 2 q
Ž .Case 2. 2 F n F k y 1. By the first recursion equation, 40 , k G 3,
and induction assumption we have
Žk . Ïy1 Ã Žky1. Â Â Ïy1 ÃI R R s I R ??? R R Rq n kqn q4 ? ? ? 2 ky1 2 k n kqn
Žky1. Ã Â Â Â Ïy1 Â Âs I R R ??? R R R R ??? Rq4 ? ? ? 2 ky1 kqn n n nq1 n nq2 k
Žky1. Ïy1 Ã Â Âs I R R R ??? Rq4 ? ? ? 2 ky1 nq1 ky1qnq1 2 k
Â Ïy1 Ã Â Žky1. Â Âs R R R R I R ??? R2 n 2 ny1 2 nq1 2 n q4 ? ? ? 2 ky1 2 k
Â Ãy1 Ã Â Žk .s R R R R I .2 n 2 ny1 2 nq1 2 n q
Ž .The proof of i is complete.
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Ž . Ž . Žk . m2 k mkii By i , I : V “ G is a linear isomorphism. Moreover, thel
kernels of a and A are bijectively mapped into each other. Conse-k k
quently, I Žk . can be factorised to an isomorphism V m2 krker a “k
Gmkrker A . Since im a is also f-covariant and since im a (l k k k
V m2 krker a , I n k: im a “ G n k is again an isomorphism of rightk k W l
comodules.
Ž . n kiii Since A is cosemisimple and I is an isomorphism of right
comodules, I n k is the direct sum of isomorphisms of the isotypical
Žcomponents. In particular, the trivial components corresponding to the
.trivial corepresentation 1 are bijectively mapped into each other. Hence,
the restriction of I n k to the space of invariant elements of im a is ank
n kisomorphism to G .W i
Ž .Proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 i . We first show that the
following combinatorial formula holds,
N 2
Xd N d N s , 44Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l l ž /kl&k
w Ž X.where N and k are nonnegative integers. Use formula 13, 4.3 , I.4,
x Ž . Ž . Ž .Xp. 65 : Ł 1 q x y s Ý s x s y . We restrict it to the finite set ofi j l l l
variables x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y and consider the natural bi-grading of1 N 1 N
polynomials in these variables. Comparing the homogeneous components
Ž . Ž . Ž .of degree k, k , inserting x s ??? s y s 1, and using 33 gives 44 . By1 N
Ž .37 we finally obtain
N 2n k t
Xdim G s rank P s d N d N s .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝW l l l l ž /kl&k l&k
2 t Ž N .In particular, the only partition l of N with rank P / 0 is l s N .l
In this case l s lX is symmetric. By the above formula, dim G n N 2 s 1.W l
Hence, there exists a unique up to scalars form of maximal degree N 2; the
proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
Ž . Ž .To prove Theorem 3.2 i consider the formal power series p t s
Ž .Ž 3.Ž 5. 2 1 q t 1 q t 1 q t ??? s 1 q c t q c t q ??? . Then c s Card l: l &1 2 k
X4 Xk, l s l . In fact, let l & k, l s l , be a symmetric Young diagram.
Denote the hook consisting of the first row and first column of l by lŽ1.
and the remaining part of l by l . Obviously, l is again a symmetricŽ1. Ž1.
diagram. Repeating the above procedure we step by step get a sequence of
Ž1. Ž r . < Ž i. <symmetric hooks l , . . . , l with k s Ý n , n s l , n ) ??? ) n ,i i i 1 r
and n is odd for each i. Now we associate to l the expression t n1 ??? t nri
Ž . n1 nr Ž .appearing in p t . Conversely, to each summand t ??? t in p t we
associate a symmetric Young diagram by putting together symmetric hooks
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Ž . Ž .Ž 3. Žof weights n . Similarly, the polynomial s t s 1 q t 1 q t ??? 1 qi
2 Ny1. N 2 2t s 1 q c t q ??? qc t has coefficients c s Card l: l & k, l s1 N k
X X 4l , l F N .1
t X Ž . Ž .Since im P s 0 for l ) N by 37 and 33 , it suffices to consider thel 1
 X 4elements of P [ l: l & k, l F N . Then w is nonzero by Propositionk 1 l
Ž .5.4 ii . We collect three simple facts from the theory of corepresentations:
Let W be the vector space where the corepresentation w acts. Then the
w Ž .vector space W of under w invariant elements is isomorphic to Mor 1, w .
Ž . Ž c . cc ŽFurther, Mor 1, ¤ m w ( Mor ¤ , w , and ¤ ( ¤ since A is cosemi-
.simple .
Ž . Ž .By Proposition 5.7 iii , 36 , and Corollary 5.3 we have for G s Gq, z
fn k q qdim G s dim im P s dim Mor 1, f PŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý Ýi l lW
lgP lgPk k
s dim Mor 1, c X m w s dim Mor c Xc , wŽ . Ž .Ý Ýl l l l
lgP lgPk k
s dim Mor w Xcc , w s dim Mor w X , wŽ . Ž .Ý Ýl l l l
lgP lgPk k
 X 4  X 4s Card l: l g P , w ( w s Card l: l g P , l s l .k l l k
The last two steps are by Schur's Lemma and by Corollary 5.5. This is
Ž .exactly the coefficient c of the polynomial s t . The proof for the calculik
Ž .G s G is analogous; this finishes the proof of Theorem 3.2 i .y, z
Ž . Ž .Proofs of Theorem 3.2 ii ] iv . We begin with a rather general relation
Ž m.between the antipode of G and the action of the longest word s oni w(  4bi-invariant elements. Then we determine this action for G s G . Let ut , z i
 4and h be bases of the linear spaces G and G , respectively, which arei l r
j Ž j. w Ž .xrelated via u s Ý h ¤ and h s Ý u S ¤ , see 26, 2.38i j j i i j j i
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let A be a Hopf algebra and let G be a bico¤ariant
bimodule o¤er A with braiding s . Let S be the antipode of the N -graded0
super Hopf algebra Gm and let r g Gmk be bi-in¤ariant. Theni
Ž . Ž .1r2 k kq1S r s y1 s r . 45Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w(
This equation is also ¤alid for r g G n k.W i
Ž .Proof. Throughout the proof we sum over repeated indices. a Since
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . j Ž .S u s yÝ S u u S u and D u s u m ¤ , S u s yh . UsingŽu . Žy1. Ž0. Ž1. r i j i i i
⁄Ž1r2.kŽkq1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .“ ⁄7 we get S u s y1 h . Here ı s i , . . . , i denotes theı ı k 1
“ Ž . “reversed index sequence of ı s i , . . . , i , u s u m ??? m u , and1 k ı i A A i1 k
⁄h s h m ??? m h . j A A jk 1
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Ž .b We use induction over k, k G 2, to show
“
⁄ “ “h ¤ s s u . 46Ž .Ž . ı w ı(
j iŽ . Ž . j1 j2By h ¤ s u , u e a s f a u , and 6 , we have h m h ¤ ¤ s h mj i i i n n j A j i i j A2 1 1 2 2j2 j2 i1Ž x . x y Ž . Ž .u ¤ s h ¤ f ¤ m u s s u m u s s u m u ; this proves 46i i j x y i A y i i x A y i A i1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Xin case k s 2. Suppose now 46 holds for k. We prove it for k q 1. Let wo
X Ž X . Ž .be the longest word in S , w s s s ??? s w . Since l w s k q l wkq1 1 2 k o( ( (
we can lift this equation to braids; afterwards we can apply g . Hence,
s X s s ??? s s . Making repeatedly use of u ¤ n s s x y¤ nu givesw 1 k w i j i j x y
( (
“nnj j
“ ““u ¤ s s ??? s ¤ u . 47Ž . Ž . i 1 k n n i
Ž . XUsing the induction assumption, 47 , and the above formula for s , onew
(has
“ “ ““   nn j j j
⁄ “ “ ““h m h ¤ ¤ s h s m u ¤ s h s s ??? s ¤ m uŽ . Ž .Ž . “j A  ı i j w A  i j w 1 k n A n“  iı(ı(
“ “nn nnj
X X X“ “ “s h ¤ s m u s s u m u s s u m uŽ .Ž . Ž .j n w A n w n A n w ı A i“ “ı i ı i( ( (
Ž .and the proof of 46 is complete.
Ž . mk Ž . k“ “ “c Let r s a u g G , a s a , . . . , a g C . Since r m 1 sı ı i ı i i1 k
Ž . Ž .Ý r m r by a and b we haveŽ0. Ž1.
“ “ 
“ “ “ “ “ “S r s S r r s S a u ¤ s a S u ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ž0. Ž1. ı  ı ı  ı
“1 1Ž . Ž .k kq1 k kq12 2“ ⁄ “ “ “s y1 a h ¤ s y1 a s uŽ . Ž . Ž .ı  ı ı w ı(
1 Ž .k kq12s y1 s r . 48Ž . Ž . Ž .w(
Ž . Ž . w xd Since S ker A : ker A by 11, Proposition 13.10, p. 489 andk k
Ž . Ž .s ker A : ker A by 5 , the antipode S and s are well-defined onw k k w( (n kthe quotient G .W
LEMMA 5.9. Let l & k, l s lX, be a symmetric partition of k and let
Ž .p g H q be a subidempotent of p . Thenk l
Ž .l w os p s y1 p . 49Ž . Ž .w(
Ž . Ž .Proof. a We use the Iwahori]Hecke algebra H over C q . First wek
2 X Ž . 2show that T z s z , l & k, l s l . By 5 , T is central. Hence therew l l w( (Ž . 2exist coefficients a g C q with T s Ý a z . Since T is invertible,l w l l l w( (y2 y1 X Ž .XT s Ý a z . By Lemma 4.1 and l s l we obtain a z s a z sw l l l l l l l(
Ž 2 .X y2 y1 2 Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .T z s z T s a z . Hence, a s 1. Let a q s h q g q withw l l w l l l l( ( Ž .polynomials g and h. Since a q takes only two values 1 and y1, at leastl
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Ž .one of them, say c, appears infinitely often: a q s c, i s 1, 2, . . . . Thenl i
Ž . Ž . Ž .the polynomial f q s g q y c ? h q , has infinitely many zeros. Hence
Ž . 2 <f ’ 0 and a q ’ c is constant. Specialization at q s 1 yields T s 1.qs1l wo
Hence, a s 1.l
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž . Ž .b By definition of p , 5 , w s w , 30 , and a ,l ( (
s p s s p p s ty1s a 1 m z pŽ .w w l l w k l( ( (
Ž .l w UXy1 (s t a y1 T m T 1 m z pŽ . Ž .ž /l k w w l( (
Ž . Ž .l w l wy1 2 y1( (s t y1 a 1 m T z p s t y1 a 1 m z pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .l k w l l k l(
Ž . Ž .l w l w( (s y1 p p s y1 p .Ž . Ž .l
COROLLARY 5.10. For r g G n k,W i
1 Ž . kk ky12s r s y1 r and S r s y1 r . 50Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w(
n k Ž Ž t ..Proof. Since G and [ Mor 1, f P are isomorphic linearW i llg PkŽ Ž ..spaces by the proof of Theorem 3.2 i , bi-invariant k-forms r are in
one-to-one correspondence with rank 1 subidempotents p of Ý Pt.lg P lk1Ž . Ž .Since l w s k k y 1 the first part follows from Lemma 5.9. Combining2( kŽ . Ž .this with Proposition 5.8 gives S r s y1 r.
Ž . Ž .Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 ii , iii ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . n k n nand iv . Using 50 and 7 we obtain for r g G and r g G1 W i 2 W i
kqn kqnqk n
r n r s y1 S r n r s y1 S r n S rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1
kqnqk nqkqn k ns y1 r n r s y1 r n r .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1
Let r g G n k. Since the differential d commutes with the antipode,W i
increases the degree of a form by 1, and maps bi-invariant forms into
Ž .bi-invariant forms, again by 50 we have
k k k kq1d r s d y1 S r s y1 S d r s y1 y1 d r s yd r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Hence, d r s 0. Since d is linear, each bi-invariant form is closed.
Suppose r , r g G n k represent the same de Rham cohomology class.1 2 W i
Then there exists r g G n ky1 with r y r s d r. Since d intertwinesW i 1 2
y1Ž .the right coaction D on k y 1 and k forms, the pre-image W s d d rr
n ky1 ² :is a D invariant subspace of G . Since D ° d r is the trivialr W l r
comodule, by Schur's Lemma, D ° W is a multiple of the trivial comodule.r
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Consequently, W : G n ky1 and d r s 0. Hence, r s r . The proof ofW i 1 2
Theorem 3.2 is complete.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3
w xRecall that a quadratic algebra, see 16, Sect. 3 , is an N -graded algebra0
B s [ B with B s C, B generates B, and the ideal of relationsi 0 1iG 0
Ž .among the elements of B is generated by a subspace Rel B : B m B .1 1 1
 Ž .4It is convenient to write B s B , Rel B . The dual quadratic algebra to1
 Ž .4 !  U Ž .H4 UB s B , Rel B is B s B , Rel B . Here B denotes the dual vector1 1 1
Ž .H  U U Ž . Ž .4space to B and Rel B s t g B m B : t r s 0, r g Rel B .1 1 1
Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 6.1. Let A be one of the Hopf algebras O GL N orq
Ž Ž .. nO SL N and let G s G . Then G is a quadratic algebra. It is dual toq yt , z s l
the algebra
t i Ãt Ãt Ãt Ãt² :B R [ C L : i , j s 1, . . . , N r L R L R y R L R L .Ž . ž /j 2 2 2 2
Remark 5. The proposition is also valid for bicovariant FODC on
Ãquantum groups of types B, C, and D, when the corresponding R-matrices
Ž .are used. The algebra B R is called the reflection equation algebra or
algebra of braided matrices.
Proof. We carry out the proof for G s G . The proof for G isq, z y, z
analogous. Throughout the proof we sum over repeated indices. By defini-
n  Ž .4tion, G s G , ker I y s is a quadratic algebra. Using a simple argu-s l l q
Ž n.!  U Ž .t4 ment from linear algebra, G s G , im I y s . Let Y : i, j ss l l q i j
4 U  i 41, . . . , N be a basis of G dual to the basis u : i, j s 1, . . . , N of G . Wel j l
identify the tensor algebra over G and GU with the free associative unitall l
² i: ² :complex algebra C u and C Y , respectively. Now we compute thej i j
t n ! Ãab Ãr sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .relation subspace im I y s of G . By 14 , 39 , and R s R weq s l r s ab
obtain
prcetY [ I y s Y YŽ . i jk li jk l q pr ce
¤ wi xjk y1 y l yÂ Ï Ã Ás Y Y y R R R R Y YŽ . Ž .p¤ rci j k l x y w e pr ce
¤ p ¤ w
x j y1 y l yÃ Ã Ã Ás Y Y y R R R R Y YŽ . Ž .x i rci j k l yk w e pr ce
¤ rx iyk y1 w e y2 wq2 r y1Ã Ã Ã Ãs Y Y y R R Y Y R q R .Ž . Ž .¤ p w ci j k l x j p r ce y l
We choose new variables La s q2 bY , multiply the above equation byb ab
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2 lq2 k Ãy1 a jŽ . Ž .q R , and sum over k and j no summation over a, b, i, l :bk
a j a j2 lq2 k y1 y2 jq2 k y1 i kÃ ÃY q R s q R L LŽ . Ž .bk bki jk l j l
a j x i2 l yk y1 2 ky2 x 2 x y1Ã Ã Ãy q R R q q RŽ . Ž . ¤ pbkx j
¤ r
p c y2 e w e y2 wq2 r y1Ã Ã= L L q R q R .Ž . w cz e y l
Ãyk Ãy1 a j 2 ky2 xŽ . Ž . Ž .Since d d s R R q no summation over x by 39 wea x b y x j bk
obtain in matrix notation L s I m L2
a j a j2 lq2 k y1 y2 bq2 a i y1 kÃ ÃY q R s q L R LŽ . Ž .bk bki jk l j l
¤ rai2 lq2 ay2 ey2 w y1 p c w e y1Ã Ã Ãy q R L L R RŽ . Ž .¤ p w cr e b l
aiy2 bq2 a y1Ãs q L R LŽ .2 2 bl
¤ r w caiy2 bq2 a y1 y1Ã Ã Ãy q R L R L R .Ž .Ž . Ž .w c2 2¤ r b l
y2 aq2 b Ãy1 blŽ .Multiplying the above equation by q R and summing over b, lm n
Ž .no summation over a, i, m, n gives
a j b l2 lq2 kq2 by2 a y1 y1Ã ÃL [ Y q R RŽ . Ž .bk m naim n i jk l
ai
y1 y1 y1 y1Ã Ã Ã Ãs L R L R y R L R L .ž /2 2 2 2 m n
y2 ly2¤ Ãy z Ã¤ k Ž . ²Since Y s L q R R no summation over l , L : i, j, k, l si jk l x i y z ¤ l x j i jk l
: ² :1, . . . , N s Y : i, j, k, l s 1, . . . , N ; the proof is complete.i jk l
w xIt was shown by Majid 14, Theorem 7.4.1 and Theorem 10.3.1 that the
Ž . Ž .vector space A R admits another product such that A R becomes
Ž q.isomorphic to the associative unital algebra B R . Note that changing
Ã Ãy1 Ž .the role of R and R does not effect the definition of A R . Hence
Ž . Ž q. Ž y.A R , B R , and B R are isomorphic as graded linear spaces. It is
Ž . Ž 1.k11Ž 1 .k12 Ž N .k N Nwell known that A R obeys a linear basis u u ??? u :1 2 N
4 w x Ž t .k , k , . . . , k g N , see 17, Theorem 3.5.1 . Hence B R has a11 12 NN 0
w x Ž t .Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt basis too. By 18, Theorem 5.3 , B R is Koszul.Â
w xBy 16, Proposition 7, Sect. 9 and by Proposition 6.1 we have
Ž n . Ž Ž t . . Ž n . Ž .N 2P G , t P B R , yt s 1. Hence P G , t s 1 q t . Note thats l s l
Ž . Ž n . Ž n .J : J by 4 . Since P G , t s P G , t by Theorem 3.1, the idealss W s l W l
Ž .J and J coincide; the proof of Theorem 3.3 i is complete.s W
Now we want to compare the universal exterior algebra with the second
antisymmetrizer exterior algebra. It turns out that the bi-invariant 2-form
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u 2 is useful to decide whether or not these two differential Hopf algebras
Ž .coincide. We often need the following formula. Applying m S m id D , ml
Ž .denotes the multiplication, to Eq. 13 gives
u e a s « a u q v a . 51Ž . Ž . Ž .
The next lemma is also of interest on its own.
LEMMA 6.2. Let G be an inner bico¤ariant FODC o¤er A with da s
u a y au , a g A. Let G n be an arbitrary bico¤ariant differential calculus o¤er
A that contains G as its first order part.
Ž .i Then we ha¤e for a g A
u 2 e a s « a u 2 q uv a q v a u y dv a , 52Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
du e a s « a du q uv a q v a u y dv a . 53Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2 2 nii If du s 2u or if u s 0, then G is inner with d r s ur y
Ž .n n 2 ny1 ru , r g G . In this situation u is central in G .
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž Ž .Proof. By 51 and 8 we have u e a s u e a u e a s « a uŽ1. Ž2. Ž1.
Ž ..Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .q v a « a u q v a s « a u q uv a q v a u y dv a . Us-Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ing du b s d u b q u db, u b s bu q db, 51 , and 8 we obtain
du e a s Sa du a s Sa d u a q u daŽ .Ž .Ý ÝŽ1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.
s Sa d a u q da q Sa u a Sa daŽ .Ý ÝŽ1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2. Ž3. Ž4.
s Sa da u q a du q « a u q v a v aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2.
s v a u q « a du q uv a y dv a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .ii Suppose first du s 2u . Taking the difference 2 = 52 y 53 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1we have 0 s uv a q v a u y dv a . Since each r g G can be written
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .in the form r s Ý b v a , a , b g A, d r s Ý u b y b u v a qi i i i i i i i i
Ž Ž . Ž . . kb uv a q v a u s ur q ru . The proof for r g G , k G 2, goes byi i i
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .induction on k. We show u is central. Inserting dv a s uv a q v a u
Ž . 2 Ž . 2 2 2into 52 gives u e a s « a u . Equivalently, u a s au . Since G is inner,
u 2r s ru 2, r g G k, follows by induction on k. Suppose now u 2 s 0. Let
Ž .r s Ý a db be a 1-form. Then d r s Ý da db s Ý u a y a u db si i i i i i i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 2 .ur y Ý a u u b y b u s ur qÝ a u b y b u u qÝ a yu b q b u si i i i i i i i i i i i
kur q ru . The proof for r g G , k G 2, goes by induction on k.
Ž . y2 iThroughout the remainder let h s S U s Ý q v m v . Note thati, j i j ji
Ž m2 . ² : Ž c c . Ž .G s q m q , h since dim Mor 1, u m u m u m u s 2. Using 16i
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Ž .and 51 , similarly to the calculations in the preceding lemma one gets
q e a s n v a q « a q , 54Ž . Ž . Ž .t , z
q m q e b s n 2 S b q n v b m q q q m v bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t , z t , z
q « b q m q . 55Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By the definition of S , v ab s v a e b, 54 , v U s q , and « U s sÄ
one easily checks
S ab s S a e b q v a e b m v bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
q v b m v a e b q « a S b , 56Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
S Ub s he b q 2n q s S b q q m v b q v b m q . 57Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t , z
Ž Ž ..PROPOSITION 6.3. Let A be one of the Hopf algebras O GL N orq
Ž Ž .. n nO SL N , G s G , and q be transcendental. Then G ( G as differen-q t , z u s
tial Hopf algebras if and only if u 2 s 0 in G n.u
Ž . Ž .Ž . 2Proof. “ Since u is bi-invariant, I y s u m u s 0. Hence u s 0A
in G n.s
Ž . 2 n n n⁄ Suppose u s 0 in G . By universality of G , G is au u s
n w xquotient of G . To the converse relation. In 12, Sect. 5.3 it was shownu
that the quadratic algebra G n has defining relationss l
Ãt Ãt Ãt ÃtR Q R Q R q Q R Q s 0. 58Ž .2 2 2 2
Ž i. i n Ž . nWe have to prove that Q s u , u g G satisfies 58 . Then Gj j u u
would be a quotient of G n, and both differential Hopf algebras coincide.s
i Ž . Ž i . Ž Ž ..Inserting a s u into 52 and using ydv u s Ý v v by 8 , wej j x i x x j
have uv q v u q Ý v v s 0, i, j s 1, . . . , N. In matrix notation V si j i j x i x x j
Ž . Ž . 2 2v , u V q Vu q VV s 0. By 16 , u s 0, and z r / 0 we obtaini j t
r QQ q u Q q Qu s 0. 59Ž .t
We complete the proof for the sample G s G . The proof for G s Gq, z y, z
Ãy2 Ãy1 Ã2 Ãis analogous and uses R s yqR q I instead of R s qR q I. Apply-Ã Ã
Ã2 ÃŽ . Ž . Žing eu to 59 , using R s qR q I, and again 59 to the underlinedÃ
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.terms we have
0 s r Q Q q u Q q Q u euŽ .q 1 1 1 1 2
s r Q q u I eu Q eu q Q eu u I euŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã 2 Ã Ã 2 Ã Ãs r zRQ R q r zQ q zu zRQ R q r z RQ RQ q z RQ u Rž /q 2 q 2 2 q 2 2 2
2 Ã Ã Ã 2 Ã Ãs r z RQ qR q I Q R q r z Q RQ RÃŽ .q 2 2 q 2 2
2 Ã Ã 2 Ã Ãqz R u Q q Q u R q r z RQ RQŽ .2 2 q 2 2
2 Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãs r z qRQ RQ R q Q RQ R q RQ RQÃq 2 2 2 2 2 2ž /
2 Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãs r z R RQ RQ R q Q RQ .ž /q 2 2 2 2
2 Ã Ž .Since r z R is invertible, Q satisfies 58 ; this completes the proof.q
Before proving u 2 s 0 for all cases except for N s 2, t s q, and
z 2 s qy2 , we need a rather technical lemma that describes the right ideal
ŽR , n / 0. First recall the defining parameters for n , r , and rt , z t , z t , z t "
Ž . Ž ..see before 15 ; for s see before 38 . We use the same notations as"
w x  4 Ž . i y2 kŽ .k i n min 22, 23 . For e g q, y define ¤ [ Ý q P u u , ande j k , n, m e nm k j
y2 iŽ . i y1 Ž y2 t yN .V [ Ý q ¤ . Set n s n q z y 1 ande i e i t , z t , z
sq s s q qt r q , sy s s q qyt r q ,Ï Ït t t t
t s s q 1, t s s y qy2 N ,q y
a s q2 sy1 , g s qqsy1 ty1 ,Ï Ïe e e e
lq s qy1qt zs , ly s qy1qyt zs ,Ï Ït , z q t , z y
y1 y1q 2 q y 2 ym s t z s y s qqn , m s t z s y s qqn .Ž . Ž .Ï ÏŽ . Ž .t , z q t t , z t , z q t t , z
The following identities are easily checked
q2t s q qy2t s s sq q sy s 2s q r q2 , 60Ž .Ïq y t t t
qt s q qyt s s q s q r . 61Ž . Ž .Ïq y t
Ž . q y 2 2By 61 , l [ l q l s zr . Define the N = N -matrices P st , z t , z t , z t i
Ž .ab Ž .ab Ž . y2 aP , i s 0, 1, by P s 1rs q d d , P s I y P Obviously, Pi r s 0 r s ab r s 1 0 0
Ž c . Ž .and P are projection operators and span Mor u m u . For e , i g1
 4  4 Ž m2 m4.q, y = 0, 1 define the map Q g End V , V bye , i
m n x zabm n abQ s P P P .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý x y y ze , t e i er s r s
x , y , z
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Ž . Ž c . ŽSince P g Mor u m u and P g Mor u m u , Q g Mor u m u, u m u me i
c .u m u is easily checked.
Ž .LEMMA 6.4. Let G s G . i We ha¤et , z
&abm na b mu u y d d ’ c Q u mod R , 62Ž . Ž .Ýr s ar b s e , i e , i n t , zr s
e , i , m , n
where c s a le and c s sg me .e , 1 e t , z e , 0 e t , z
Ž .ii We ha¤e
x y¤ wabm na b
X XS u u s c c Q Q v m v ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý x yr s e , i e , i e , i e , i m n ¤ wr s
X
e , i , i
Ž .summation o¤er m, n, z, y, ¤ , and w .
Ž . Ž . e e eiii S W s A h q B q m q , where W s V y m U ande t , z t , z e e t , z
2 2 2e e e e e y1 eA s a l y m , B s g m y s a l . 63Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .t , z e t , z t , z t , z e t , z e t , z
Ž .Proof. i Throughout the proof we sum over repeated indices. Recall
w Ž . Ž . x Ž . i Ž . " Ž i Ž . .23, formula 2 , 3 , p. 318 : ¤ y 1rs d V ’ l u y 1rs d U" j i j " t , z j i j
mod R andt , z
Ä Ä e ÄW s V y m U ’ 0 mod R . 64Ž .e e t , z t , z
w xInserting this into the main formula of the proof of 22, Lemma 4.4
& &x z x zab aby ya b y1 2 y1 2u u y d d ’ s q P ¤ P q s q P ¤ PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ï Ïx y x yr s ar b s q q qz q y y yz yr s r s
& &ab aby1 y1 y1 y1y qqs t P V q qqs t P V ,Ž . Ž .Ï Ïq q q q y y y yr s r s
y1 Ž .and using s s q qt y s , a number of long computations gives 62 .Ïe e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii By the definition of S , 62 , and v a s v b for a ’ b
mod R ,t , z
S uaub s v ua ub m v u x u yŽ .Ž . Ž .r s x y r s
x y¤ wabm n
X X X Xs c c Q Q v m v .Ž . Ž .Ý x ye , i e , i e , i e , i m n ¤ wr s
X X
e , e , i , i
Ž .XSince P P s d P , ii follows as claimed.e e 9 e , e e
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Ž . y2 xy2 yŽ . i jX Xiii By definition of V , P P s d P , and q P se e e e , e e e x y
y2 iy2 jŽ . i j Ž .q P no summation ,e x y
x y m n ac ¤ wi jy2 iy2 j
X X X X X XS V s q P c c P P P PŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýx y d fe e e i e i e i e iab bc ed
X X
e , i , i
e f
X= P v m vŽ . i je m n ¤ w
x y m n ac ¤ wy2 xy2 y
X Xs q c c P P P P v m v .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý d yei ei e i e i m n ¤ wab bc x d
X
i , i
Ž bcd y. bcd y y2 xy2 yŽ . x yŽ .ac ŽNote that T s T , T s q P P no summatione e e e ab e x d
. Ž c c .over y , belongs to Mor 1, u m u m u m u . Since there exists a linear
Ž c .isomorphism of the latter space onto Mor u m u , it is two-dimensional.
bcd y y2 yŽ .bc ŽThe two morphisms Q and Q , Q [ q P , i s 0, 1 no summa-0 1 i i y d
. Ž c c . Ž . y1tion over y , form a basis of Mor 1, u m u m u m u . By 39 , T s a Qe e 1
y1 y1 Ž . m n¤ wX Y X Yq s g Q . Moreover, P m P Q s d d Q , Q v m v se 0 i i i i , i i , i i 0 m n ¤ w
Ž . m n¤ w Ž .1rs q m q , and Q v m v s h y 1rs q m q . Hence,1 m n ¤ w
S V s ay1c2 Qm n¤ w q sy1gy1c2 Qm n¤ w v m vŽ . Ž .e e e , 1 1 e e , 0 0 m n ¤ w
2 2 2e e y1 es a l h q g m y s a l q m q . 65Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e t , z e t , z e t , z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since S 1 s 0 and S U s h, the proof of iii is complete.
Ž Ž ..LEMMA 6.5. Let A be one of the Hopf algebras O GL N orq
Ž Ž ..O SL N . Let G s G , R s R , and suppose n / 0. Then forq t , z t , z t , z
 4 2 y2 2N G 3, t g q, y , and for N s 2, t s q, and z / q we ha¤e q s 0
in G n.u
Proof. The proof is divided into two parts. The easy part is z 2 N / qy4t
Treating the critical values z N s qy2t and z N s yqy2t is more difficult.
N y2t Ž . Ž Ž ..Note that the condition z s q is necessary ! for A s O SL N ,q
Ž .see before 10 . To make notations simpler, throughout the proof we skip
the index t , z in Ae , B e , n , n , le , me and l .t , z t , z t , z t , z t , z t , z t , z
4t 2 N w Ž . Ž .xCase 1. q z / 1. By 23, Formula 3 , p. 318, and Theorem 2.1 ii
Ä Ä Ä N 2t ÄT ’ nU mod R and D ’ yz q nU mod R.
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Since D and T are group-like, by S U s h and by v U s q ,
Ä Ä 2S T y nU s n q m q y nh ,Ž .
66Ž .
Ä N 2t Ä 2 N 4t 2 N 2tS D q z q nU s z q n q m q q z q nh .Ž .
Since q it z N / 1, n / 0; hence h s nq 2 s yz Nq2tnq 2 in G n. Thus q 2u
s 0 since q2t z N / y1.
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Ž N 2t .Ž N 2t .Case 2. z q y 1 z q q 1 s 0.
Ä Ä Ä Ä qŽ .We set x [ UU y lU. Note that x s W q W . By 64 and by m qq y
y Ž . Ž .m s l q s , x ’ 0 mod R. By Lemma 6.4 iii , S x s Ah q Bq m q
q y q y Ž .where A s A q A and B s B q B . Inserting b s U into 55 and
Ä Ž .b s U into 57 the preceding gives
q m q eU s n 2h q 2n q s q m q ,Ž . Ž .
67Ž .
heU s A y n q s h q B y 2 q m q .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 56 , S rb s S r e b, r g R, b g A. In particular, for r s x and
Ž .b s U it follows from 67 that
S xU s AheU q B q m q eUŽ . Ž .
s A A y n q s q Bn 2 hŽ .Ž .
q A B y 2 q 2 2n q s q m qŽ . Ž .Ž .
\ AXh q BXq m q . 68Ž .
A BŽ .X XSuppose the matrix is regular. Then q m q is a linear combinationA B
Ž . Ž . Ž .of S x and S xU . Hence q m q g S R as desired. Otherwise the
Ž .Ž .matrix is singular, equivalently A y n B 2 A y n B s 0. Repeating the
Ä Ä Ž . Ž .4  Ž . Ž .4above argumentations with S x , S W U , S x , S W U ,q y
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ž . Ž .4  Ž . Ž .4  Ž . Ž .4S W , S W U , and S W , S W U instead of S x , S xU , weq q y y
Ž . q q y yend up with q m q g S R or two possibilities: 2 A s n B , 2 A s n B
or Aqs n Bq, Ays n By.
e e  4Case 2.1. For 2 A s n B , e g q, y , suppose first N G 3. Since q is
e Ž . e etranscendental l is nonzero. Inserting the values 63 for A and B ,
e y1 y1Ž 2 e .using g m s s n z s y s and l s s q n we havee t
z 2 s e y s l y st2 2e e e e2a l y 2m s n m y a l ,Ž . Ž .e esn s 69Ž .
2e 2 e el q s a l s z s q s m .Ž . Ž . Ž .e t
e  4 Ž .Suppose m s 0 for some e g q, y . By 69 , l q s s zr s s s 0,t
Ž e .2 e 2 ebecause a l / 0. By the definition of m , z s y s s 0. Thus z se t
yqyet and q is a root of unity. This contradicts our assumption. Hence
q y q y Ž .m m / 0. Inserting l q s s m q m into 69 yields
2 2q q 2 q q ym a l y z s y s s ya l m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .q t q
2 2y y 2 y y qm a l y z s y s s ya l m .Ž . Ž .Ž .y t y
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We take the product of both equations, divide by mqmy, and afterwards
Ž e .2 2 et 2insert a l s q z s . This givese e
2 2q 2 y y 2 qa l z s q s q a l z s q sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .q t y t
s z 2 sy q s z 2 sy q s ,Ž . Ž .t t
z 2 q2t s z 2 sy q s q qy2t s z 2 sq q sŽ . Ž .Ž .q t y t
s z 4 sqsy y z 2 s sq q sy q s 2 .Ž .t t t t
Ž . 2 e teBy 60 the coefficient of z vanishes. Inserting s s s q q r q yieldsÏt t
0 s z 4 q2t s s q qyt r q q qy2t s s q qt r qÏ ÏŽ . Ž .Ž q t y t
y s q qyt r q s q qt r q y s 2 ,Ï ÏŽ . Ž . .t t
0 s z 4 q2t s q qy2t s s q qt s q qyt s qrŽ . ÏŽ .ž q y q y t
ys 2 y s r q2 y r 2q2 y s 2 .Ï Ï /t t
Ž . Ž . 4Ž 2 . 2 NUsing 60 , 61 , and s / 0 we have z s q q r y s s 0. Since z sÏ t
qy4t , this gives for t s q
N2 Nq2 2 N 2 Ny6 2 Ny8q q q q q q q q ??? q1Ž .
N8 2 Ny2 2 Ny4y q q q q q ??? q1 s 0,Ž .
and for t s y
N2 Nq2 2 N 8 2q q q q ??? qq q q q 1Ž .
N4 Ny8 2 Ny2 2 Ny4y q q q q q ??? q1 s 0.Ž .
This contradicts our assumption that q is transcendental. Hence 2 Ae s
n B e is impossible for N G 3. Now let N s 2, G s G , z 2 s yqy2.q, z
y1 'Ž .Corresponding to z s "iq i s y 1 , the defining parameters are
q Ž y1 y5. Ž y1 . q y1Ž y2l s l s "i q q q , a l s "i q q q , m s yn 1 q q qq
y4 .Ž y2 y6. y1 y2 y4 y5 Ž q. 2 y2Ž 4q q q q , n s "iq y q y q " i q , g m s n qq
2 .Ž y2 y6.2 Ž .q q q 1 q q q . Inserting these values into 63 , elementary trans-
q q Ž 2 .2Ž 4formations of equation 2 A y n B s 0 lead in both cases to q q 1 q
.q 1 s 0. This contradicts our assumption that q is transcendental.
e e  4 Ž .Case 2.2. A s n B , e g q, y . Similarly to the derivation of 69 we
Ž e .2 2 e e Ž e .2 2 et 2obtain la l s z m s . Inserting a l s q z s and dividing bye t e e
z 2 we get q2 etls s me s e. Using q2te s s te qy1qr q s e , subtractingÃ Ïe t e t t
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ls e , and multiplying by sye givest t
lt qy1qr sy s sqsy mqy l ,Ž .Ã Ï t t t t
y lt qy1qr sq s sqsy myy l .Ž .Ã Ï t t t t
Taking the sum of both equations, using mqq mys l q s , and sy yt
q 2 2 Ž . q ys s yt qqr we obtain ylq r s s y l s s . Hence l sÃÏ Ït t t t t
q y Ž q y 2 2 . q y 2 2 Ž 2 .ss s r s s y q r . Using s s y q r s s s q r q gives l sÏ Ï Ït t t t t t t t t
q y Ž 2 . Ž .s s r s q r q . Inserting l s z s q r we finally haveÏt t t t
z s q r s q r q2 s s q qtqr s q qyt qr .Ž . Ï Ï ÏŽ . Ž .Ž .t t t t
Since z 2 N s qy4t , we conclude that q is algebraic. This contradicts our
assumption; the case Ae s n B e is impossible. Summarising the results of
2 nCase 2.1 and Case 2.2, q s 0 in G , and the proof is complete.u
Combining the preceding with Proposition 6.3 and using u 2 s ny2q 2
Ž . Ž .proves Theorem 3.3 ii . To prove Theorem 3.3 iii we will show that
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž m.ker A s S R [ q m q . Since G is a free associative algebra,2 l l
Ž .this proves q m q f J. In Step 1 we will demonstrate q m q f S R . Inu
Ž . Ž .Step 2 we will show that dim S R G 9. Since dim ker A s 10, by2 l
Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.1, and since S R : ker A this proves the assertion. The2 l
remainder of this section is exclusively concerned with the calculus G ,q, z
2 y2 Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..z s q , on O GL 2 or O SL 2 , so we skip the index q, z.q q
Ž Ž ..Step 1. We fix A s O GL 2 and discuss the the necessary modifi-q
Ž Ž ..cations for A s O SL 2 parallel. Roughly speaking, all conclusionsq
remain valid if we formally set D s T s 1. Let us collect the defining
Ä Ä Ž .parameters. Since n s 0, T and D belong to R, and furthermore, by 66 ,
Ž . Ž . y y y1S T s S D s 0. We have l s m s 0. Corresponding to z s "q
we find n s "qy1 y qy2 y qy4 " qy5 and
lqs " qy1 q qy5 , c s " q ,Ž . Ïq, 1
y12 2q y5 2 2m s "q q " 1 q . q q 1 , c s " q q " 1 q " q q 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ïq, 0
y1y6 5 y1 5 3A s q q . 1 q . 1 , B s " 2 q q . 1 q . 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä ÄŽ .Our aim is to show that j s S x , x s UU y lU, is the only bi-invariant
Ž .element of S R . Since A is cosemisimple and since S : R “ G m Gl l
Ž .intertwines Ad and D , ker S ° R has an Ad -invariant complement Rr r r 1
Ž .in R where S acts injectively. Thus if S r , r g R, is bi-invariant,
Ž .y1Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .r s S ° R S r satisfies S r s S r and Ad r s r m 1. Con-1 1 1 r 1 1
Ž . Ž .sequently, the subspace of bi-invariant elements of S R equals S R ,inv
 4where R s R l A and A s a g A: Ad a s a m 1 .inv inv inv r
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Ž i.We are going to describe A . Let ¤ s ¤ be an irreducible corepre-inv j
i x Ž c . x ysentation of A. Since Ad ¤ s Ý¤ m ¤ m ¤ , by Schur's Lemma therer j y i j
Ž . Ž . ² i:is a unique up to scalars Ad -invariant element z ¤ , z ¤ g ¤ . On ther j
² Ž .:other hand since A is cosemisimple, A s [ z ¤ , where we sum overinv ¤
all irreducible corepresentations ¤ of A. The set of irreducible corepresen-
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. wtations of O GL 2 and O SL 2 has been described in 11, Sects. 11.5q q
xand 4.2 . Each corepresentation of A can be obtained from 1, u, D, and T
Ž Ž Ž ...resp. 1 and u for O SL 2 by taking tensor products, direct sums, andq
Ž . Ž . Ž .formal differences. Using suitable normalisation, z ¤ m w s z ¤ z w
Ž . Ž . Ž .and z ¤ [ w s z ¤ q z w for irreducible corepresentations ¤ and w.
w x Ž w x Ž Ž ...Consequently, A s C U, D, T resp. A s C U for O SL 2 . Nextinv inv q
X Ä Ä X 4 Ž Ž Ž ...we will show that R [ x, D, T A resp. R [ x A for O SL 2inv inv q
coincides with R . We will prove thatinv
X ² :A s R q U q C. 70Ž .inv
Ä X Ä XSince Da s Da q a g R q a and Ta s Ta q a g R q a, a g A it suf-inv
k X ² :fices to prove that U g R q U q C, k g N . For k s 0, 1 this0
2 Ž .is trivial. For k G 2 use U s x q l q s U y ls and induction on k.
Ž . ² :Moreover 15 implies A s R [ U [ C. Hence by the above equa-inv inv
tion, codim RX F 2 s codim R . Since RX : R , RX s R .A A inv inv invinv inv
Ž . Ž . "1 Ž . "1By 55 and 57 , he D s h and q m q e D s q m q . Hence
"1 Ž . Ž .j e D s j . By the preceding and since S ra s S r e a, r g R, a g A,
Ž . Ž X . Ž .we have S R s S R s S x e A s j e A . Consequently,inv inv inv
Ž . w x Ž .S R s j eC U because D and T act trivial on j . Thus S R sinv inv
² : Ž . Ž .j since j eU s A q l j by 68 . This completes the proof of Step 1.
Ž Ž ..Step 2. All arguments go through for both A s O GL 2 andq
Ž Ž ..A s O SL 2 . We will show that S acts injectively on each of theq
subspaces spanned by the following five resp. three elements of R:
2 2 21 2 2 2 1 2 y1 1 2 1u q q u y 1 q q u u q q u u , u ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 2
22 1 1 2 2 1 2u , u u y u , u u y u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 1 2
1 2 1 2U y zr u , U y zr u , U y zr u y u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q 2 q 1 q 1 2
w Ž . Ž .xcf. 26, 1.24 and 1.25 . Since both subspaces are minimal with respect
to Ad and since S intertwines Ad and D , it suffices to prove thatr r r
Ž .S is nonzero on each of these subspaces. By Lemma 6.4 ii and since
Ž .11 Ž .11 Ž .ce Ž .1 z y1P s 0, P s d d , P s d d , and P s q d d weÏy x y q x y x1 y1 q 22 c2 e2 q 2 d z 2 d1
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obtain
m n x z ¤ w ce111 2
XS u u s c c P P P P P v m v ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý x y y z2 2 e , i e , i e i e i 9 e m n ¤ wcd dl 22
X
e , i , i
m n ¤ w1 z
X Xs c c P P P v m v ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý q, i q, i i q i m n ¤ w1 z 2 d d2
X
i , i
m n ¤ wy1
X Xs q c c P P v m vŽ . Ž .ÏÝ q, i q, i i i m n ¤ w12 12
X
i , i
s qy1c2 v m v s qv m v .Ï Ïq, 1 12 12 12 12
Since q2 q 1 / 0, S is injective on the 5-dimensional subspace.
ŽŽ . 1 .In a similar way we will compute some part of S U y l u s2
y2 Ž 1 1 . y4 Ž 2 1 . Ž .q S u u q q S u u y l v m v q v m v . With the abbre-1 2 2 2 11 12 12 22
Ž . Ž .m nviation v s Ý P v one getsi i j m n i i j m n
S u1u1 s qy2 c c X v m v X q q2 v m v XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÏŽ . ŽÝ1 2 q, i q, i i i i i12 11 12 22
X
i , i
qqq v m v X ,Ž . Ž .Ï .i i11 12
S u2 u1 s qy2 c X c v m v X q qy2 v m v XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÏŽ . ŽÝ2 2 q, i q, i 9 i i i i22 12 11 12
X
i , i
qqy1q v m v X .Ž . Ž .Ï .i i12 22
ŽŽ . 1 .For the coefficient of v m q in S U y l u with respect to the basis12 2
 y1 4v , v , v y s q , q we get12 21 11
y12 y1 2 y1 y5 4 3 2q q q " q q 1 q q q q " q q q " q q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ï
ŽŽ . 1 .Since q is not a root of unity, S U y l u is nonzero. Hence S2
Ž .is injective on the 3-dimensional subspace. The proof of ker A s2 l
Ž . ² :S R [ q m q is complete. For the last assertion, obviously 2 A y
y1 2 n Ž .n B s 0. Since j s Ah q Bq m q , h s y2n q in G . By 16 and byu
2 Ž . 2 nh s ydq , du s 2u . Thus by Lemma 6.2 ii , u is central and G isu
inner; this completes the proof.
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